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An Introduction to Banking
Principles, Strategy and Risk Management,  
2nd Edition
Moorad Choudhry

A practical primer to the modern banking operation

Introduction to Banking, Second Edition is a comprehensive and jargon-free guide to 
the banking operation. Written at the foundational level, this book provides a broad 
overview of banking to give you an all-around understanding that allows you to put 
your specialty work into context within the larger picture of your organisation. With 
a specific focus on risk components, this second edition covers all key elements with 
new chapters on reputational risk, credit risk, stress testing and customer service, 
including an updated chapter on sustainability. Practical material includes important 
topics such as the yield curve, trading and hedging, asset liability management, loan 
origination, product marketing, reputational risk and regulatory capital.

This book gives you the context you need to understand how modern banks are run, 
and the key points operation at all levels.

�� Learn the critical elements of a well-structured banking operation
�� Examine the risk components inherent in banking
�� Understand operational topics including sustainability and stress testing
�� Explore service-end areas including product marketing and customer service

Banks continue to be the heart of the modern economy, despite the global financial crisis 
— they have however become more complex. Multiple layers and a myriad of functions 
contribute to the running of today's banks, and it's critical for new and aspiring bankers 
to understand the full breadth of the operation and where their work fits in. Introduction 
to Banking, Second Edition provides an accessible yet complete primer, with emphasis on 
the areas that have become central to sustainable banking operation. 

About the Author

Moorad Choudhry is Head of Business Treasury, Global Banking & Markets at The 
Royal Bank of Scotland. Previously he was the Head of Treasury at Europe Arab Bank 
and Head of Treasury at KBC Financial Products. He has worked as a government 
bond trader at ABN Amro Hoare Govett Limited and Hambros Bank Limited, and was 
Vice-President in structured finance services with JP Morgan. He is Visiting Professor 
at the Department of Economics, London Metropolitan University, Senior Research 
Fellow at the ICMA Centre, University of Reading and Visiting Teaching Fellow at 
Birkbeck, University of London. He is a Fellow and a lecturer of the Chartered 
Institute for Securities & Investment and a Fellow of the IFS School of Finance.

Series: Securities Institute

ISBN: 978-1-119-11589-2 
Paper � 576pp � Feb 2018 
€51.90

Previous Edition:  
978-0-470-68725-3

B A N K I N G

The Principles of 
Banking
Moorad Choudhry,  
John Cummins &  
Ian Plenderleith

ISBN: 978-0-470-82521-1
€97.90

Fixed Income Markets
Management, Trading and 
Hedging, 2nd Edition

Moorad Choudhry,  
David Moskovic & Max Wong

ISBN: 978-1-118-17172-1
€129.00

An Introduction to 
Value-at-Risk
5th Edition

Moorad Choudhry &  
Carol Alexander

ISBN: 978-1-118-31672-6
€55.90

Also Available Titles

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0470825219
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118171721
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111831672X
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Cybersecurity Program Development 
for Business
The Essential Planning Guide
Chris Moschovitis

An executive’s guide to understanding cybersecurity, how to manage it, and what’s 
really at risk

Written in an accessible style by a top-flight technologist with decades of experience, 
and a track record of success, this book demystifies the effective implementation of a 
cybersecurity program. This essential guide, with its dozens of examples and case studies, 
breaks down every element of the development and management of a cybersecurity 
program for business professionals.

�� Effectively enlightens all executives on a topic that has been, to this point, delegated to IT 
or forgotten about

�� Offers information that will allow business leaders to make pragmatic, rational, and 
informed decisions for their organization on all cybersecurity questions

�� Geared for professionals in upper management, but also an effective guide for those 
below them who need a better understanding of implementing a cybersecurity program 
in their organization

About the Author

Chris Moschovitis is sought after by private industry, government, and non-profits for his 
ability to explain complex cybersecurity topics to executives.

ISBN: 978-1-119-42951-7 
Cloth � 256pp � Apr 2018 
€51.90

CO M PU T I N G SEC U R I T y

Uncovering the Life of Your Dreams
Bruce D. Schneider

Learn to live the life you deserve

Uncovering the Life of Your Dreams will help you create a plan to optimize your dreams and 
start living with the freedom, flexibility, and high-income you desire. This reliable resource 
will empower you to discover solutions to any of life’s challenges, and then motivate you to 
implement those solutions. Along the way, you’ll start to see opportunity when others see 
only problems, and to see what’s right instead of what’s wrong. you’ll also become adept at 
listening and responding to others so they know you clearly understand them — allowing you 
to quickly build connection and rapport, and minimize resistance and conflict as a result.

�� Helps you to identify who you really are and who you want to be—and then develop a 
plan for becoming that ideal self

�� Puts you in a better positon to expand your creativity and tap into your inner genius

�� Written by a recognized pioneer in the field of professional coaching and one of the top 
coaches in the world

About the Author

Bruce D. Schneider is the founder of the Institute for Professional Empowerment Coaching 
(iPEC) and the author of Energy Leadership.

Uncovering the Life  
of Your Dreams

ISBN: 978-1-119-46909-4 
Cloth � 280pp � Apr 2018 
€TBA

L E A D ER SH I P  &  M A N AG EM EN T

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111942951X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119469090
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Extraordinary Influence
How Great Leaders Bring out the Best in Others
Tim Irwin

Learn to bring out the best in others with authentic and intentional affirmation

Extraordinary Influence is a groundbreaking new leadership book from New York Times bestselling author, 
Dr Tim Irwin—who explores the powerful case that a particular type of affirmation is a rarely used, yet 
extraordinarily powerful means to bring out the best in employees, colleagues, and other important 
people in our lives. With this book, Dr Irwin uncovers profound new research that shows the changes that 
take place in the brains of those who are affirmed in their core versus the toxic effects of harsh criticism.

ISBN: 978-1-119-46442-6 � Cloth � €26.90 � Mar 2018 � 208pp 

Leading Clarity
The Breakthrough Strategy to Unleash People, Profit, and Performance
Brad Deutser

Discover how clarity provides the glue that helps individuals and organizations both survive and 
thrive

Dynamic factors are constantly measured and identified as contributing to business success. While 
energy swirls around both traditional and new measures of success, there is one stronghold that is 
consistently underrated — clarity. Clarity is an accelerating business tool, and when missed, it often 
results in a loss of time, money, and effort. In this book, the process of clarity is being shared for the 
first time outside the Deutser — an award-winning management consulting firm—client population. 
This unique guide provides an amazing blueprint for creating clarity, which has been shown to improve 
performance, profitability, and ultimately, the viability of a company.

ISBN: 978-1-119-45725-1 � Cloth � €26.90 � Apr 2018 � 256pp 

N O N - PR O F I T  &  G OV ER N M EN TA L

Financial Management for Nonprofit Organizations
Policies and Practices, 3rd Edition
John Zietlow, Tim O'Brien, Alan Seidner & Jo Ann Hankin

Maximize your nonprofit’s financial independence and your financial acumen as a manager

Financial Management for Nonprofit Organizations, Third Edition is an important work in the field of 
nonprofit financial management as a text and as a reference book. It identifies key objective and provides 
tools for both governance and management of nonprofit organization of all sizes. This new edition 
provides updated examples, expanded tax-exempt financing material, and analysis of the recession 
and post-recession experiences of nonprofits. While we are seeing some positive economic indicators, 
in many cases nonprofits are still hampered by insufficient funding and a lack of investment in long-
term sustainability. Financial Management for Nonprofit Organizations, Third Edition fills in the gaps for 
nonprofits to be able to build that sustainability.

ISBN: 978-1-119-38256-0 � Cloth � €129.00 � Apr 2018 � 624pp � Previous Edition: 978-0-471-74166-4

Global Best Practices For CSO, NGO and Other Nonprofit Boards
Lessons From Around the World
Edited by Penelope Cagney

A universal set of basic responsibilities and a body of universal best practices for NGO Boards

While there is no single model of governance to emulate there are universal principals and best practices 
for boards everywhere. Global Best Practices For NGO Boards presents case studies from different regions/
countries that illustrate these best practices—consent agendas, executive sessions, and more—and also 
identifies and introduces governance trends and innovations from different countries that may have 
global implications. Along the way, it discusses significant differences in NGO governance, from ethics 
and defining conflicts of interest to board-staff roles and compensation of board members.

ISBN: 978-1-119-42327-0 � Cloth � €65.90 � Apr 2018 � 256pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119464420
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119457254
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119382564
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119423279
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Kindness
How to get into the habit of being kind to others 
and to yourself
Gill Hasson

What it means to be Kind, and why it’s so important

Being kind—being aware of and doing something to benefit someone else — can 
make both you and the people you are helping feel good. Kindness takes you out of 
yourself; you have to be aware, to actively look for opportunities to be kind. you may 
feel you have little to offer, but whether it’s a smile, a cup of tea, an invite to dinner, or 
an offer to help carry something, it is the act of giving itself that is important. Kindness 
will inspire you to find moments of kindness through tips, ideas, recommendations, 
and advice. It reveals that there need be no reason to be kind other than to brighten 
up someone’s day; make people smile, or be happier. Kindness is not just about 
being kind to others, it’s about being kind to yourself. The act of being kind will mean 
that your confidence, self-esteem, and sense of deserving good things in life will all 
increase. you have the power to make the world a nicer place, and Kindness can show 
you how.

�� Reveals how true kindness and consideration expect no reward or recognition

�� Discusses how doing something to benefit someone else can make you and the 
person you are helping feel good

�� Inspires with genuine tips to help you see yourself, and your world, in a different 
way; a kinder, happier way

�� Written by respected personal development expert and bestselling author Gill 
Hasson

About the Author

Gill Hasson is a career coach with over twenty years’ experience in the areas of 
personal and career development. She is the bestselling author of many titles, 
including Mindfulness and Emotional Intelligence.

ISBN: 978-0-85708-752-2 
Paper � 224pp � Apr 2018 
€14.90

SEL F  H EL P

Mindfulness
Be Mindful. Live in the 
Moment.

Gill Hasson

ISBN: 978-0-85708-444-6
€14.90

Emotional Intelligence
Managing Emotions to Make 
a Positive Impact on your 
Life and Career

Gill Hasson

ISBN: 978-0-85708-544-3
€14.90

Positive Thinking
Find Happiness and Achieve 
your Goals Through the 
Power of Positive Thought

Gill Hasson

ISBN: 978-0-85708-683-9
€14.90

Also Available Titles

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0857084445
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0857085441
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0857086839
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Strive
How Doing The Things Most Uncomfortable Leads to 
Success
Scott Amyx

A modern-day agent for change reveals what it takes to truly achieve success

Drawing from his personal experience growing up as an orphan abandoned by his relatives 
after his mother’s unfortunate accident, Korean-American entrepreneur Scott Amyx 
knows what it takes to change oneself. Strive is his story. It describes Amyx’s meteoric rise 
from obscurity to prominence, which led to the hypothesis that what really drives success 
is not intellect, opportunities, or even network, but pursuing personal change that’s 
uncomfortable. In this book, Amyx takes you into his defining life moments and stories 
from some of the most unlikely individuals who persevered through change to become 
outrageously successful. He also mines fascinating insights from history and shows what 
can be gleaned from modern experiments in high performance.

�� Author Scott Amyx shares what he’s learned from interviewing dozens of high achievers 
— from corporate CEOs and unicorn startup entrepreneurs to global policy leaders

�� Skillfully reveals how you can shape your life and your career into one of fulfillment and 
joy, with constant creativity and productivity

�� Written by a widely-known and respected futurist, influencer, and entrepreneur, who has 
experienced both failure and success

About the Author

Scott Amyx is a thought leader, speaker, and author on the Internet of Things and emerging 
technologies. He received the Cloud & DevOps World 2016 Award for Most Innovative and 
was voted Top Global IoT Influencer & Expert by Inc. magazine.

ISBN: 978-1-119-38730-5 
Cloth � 256pp � Apr 2018 
€28.90

S T R AT E G y

Optimizing Growth
Predictive and Profitable Strategies to Understand Demand and Outsmart Your Competitors
Jason Green, Mark Henneman & Dimitar Antov

Your go-to guide to achieving growth in a rapidly changing environment

Optimizing Growth provides a unique perspective on achieving profitable growth in a rapidly changing 
environment by leveraging big data for a more precise understanding of demand, customers, 
competitors, and opportunities. Given today’s dramatically changing business environment, successfully 
achieving growth will require a much more precise understanding of customer demand, exactly how to 
fulfill demand, and how to win versus a changing competitive set and disruptive technologies. This book 
skillfully describes the approaches, analytics, frameworks, and organizational capabilities required to 
capture growth opportunities by developing a more precise understanding of demand. 

ISBN: 978-1-119-46222-4 � Cloth � €29.90 � Mar 2018 � 224pp 

PR O J EC T  M A N AG EM EN T

Scrum For Dummies
2nd Edition
Mark C. Layton

Practice an agile form of management to stop wasting time and money 

Scrum For Dummies, Second Edition is an easy to use guide to managing the tricky transition from a 
traditional project management methodology to the new and most popular agile framework. As the most 
efficient, successful methodology for team project management, Scrum relies on transparency, flexibility, 
and fluidity to deliver a final product that fulfills the needs of all stakeholders. Scrum can also be used in 
your personal life, to help you plan for retirement, planning travel, or even planning a wedding or event. 
This book will show you how to plan projects, releases, and sprints for all aspects of business and life. 
Written in easy-to-read Dummies style, this book walks you through the core principles of Scrum and 
provides a roadmap for tangible implementation.

ISBN: 978-1-119-46764-9 � Paper � €TBA � Apr 2018 � 408pp � Previous Edition: 978-1-118-90575-3

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119387302
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119462223
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119467640
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ACCO U N T I N G & AU D I T I N G

Accounting All-in-One For Dummies
2nd Edition
Kenneth W. Boyd

Your one-stop accounting reference 

Accounting All-in-One For Dummies is a comprehensive resource with deep coverage of a wide array of 
accounting topics. It’s not only a valuable desk reference for small business owners and accountants, but 
is also an excellent course supplement for students. This timely guide unifies and synergizes extensive 
accounting content into a comprehensive and useful reference with information covering everything from 
setting up your accounting system, preparing income statements, and planning and budgeting for your 
business to making savvy business decisions and detecting financial fraud.

ISBN: 978-1-119-45389-5 � Paper � €32.90 � Apr 2018 � 744pp

Managing Client Emotions in Forensic Accounting and Fraud Investigation
Stephen Pedneault

Understanding the wide range of emotions encountered in every fraud or forensic accounting 
engagement, and the strategies for dealing with them

Conducting fraud examinations or forensic accounting engagements without addressing the emotions of 
all parties involved will hamper progress in resolving the matter being investigated. In this book, seasoned 
fraud examiner Stephen Pedneault teach you how to apply strategies to manage individuals’ emotions 
throughout a fraud engagement, starting with setting the stage by addressing expectations at the initial 
meeting. you’ll quickly learn how to determine a personal approach and process to identify, address, and 
manage emotions experienced by those involved in the engagement.

Series: Wiley Corporate F&A � ISBN: 978-1-119-47149-3 � Cloth � €TBA � Apr 2018 � 186pp 

Collateral Management
A Guide to Mitigating Counterparty Risk
Michael Simmons

Insight into collateral management and its increasing relevance in modern banking 

In the wake of recent financial crises, firms of all sizes have adjusted their policies to incorporate 
more frequent instances of collateral management. Collateral Management: A Guide to Mitigating 
Counterparty Risk explains the connection between the need for collateral management in order to 
alleviate counterparty risk and the actions that firms must take to achieve it. This book offers a thorough 
treatment of the subject and attends to details such as internal record management, daily procedures 
used in making and receiving collateral calls, and settlement-related issues that affect the movements of 
cash and securities collateral.

Series: Wiley Finance � ISBN: 978-0-470-97350-9 � Cloth � €77.90 � Apr 2018 � 160pp 

Data-Driven Investing
How to Improve Investment Decisions Using Alternative Datasets
Matei Zatreanu

A comprehensive, how-to reference on implementing a data-driven investment strategy

Data-Driven Investing shows readers how investment decisions can be made or improved through the 
use of alternative datasets and inference techniques. The author covers artificial intelligence algorithms, 
data visualization, and data sourcing to show how these components come together to form a more 
robust investment strategy. The goal is to help finance professionals prepare for an investing landscape 
increasingly driven by big data and artificial intelligence. There is also a companion website, which 
includes code, data sets, and videos providing more in-depth information on augmented/data-driven 
investing.

Series: Bloomberg Financial � ISBN: 978-1-119-42963-0 � Cloth � €65.90 � Apr 2018 � 256pp 

G EN ER A L F I N A N C E & I N V E S T I N G

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119453895
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119471494
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Retirement Fail
The 9 Reasons People Flunk Post-Work Life and How to Ace Your Own
Greg Sullivan

Stay vigilant, act prudently, and head off trouble to ensure your financial independence in 
retirement

A surprising number of people who hold significant assets make poor decisions based on emotion or are 
blindsided by events for which they are unprepared. In clear, accessible language, Retirement Fail lays out 
the nine most common hazards that trip up otherwise well-prepared retirees, with the goal of raising 
their awareness of potential outcomes and helping them make solid decisions that protect their financial 
future. This reliable guide shows you the watch points you need to pay attention to and helps you figure 
out what your priorities are—and what tradeoffs you may have to make.

ISBN: 978-1-119-44740-5 � Cloth � €30.90 � Apr 2018 � 208pp 

Retirement Fail

You Don't Have to Drive an Uber in Retirement
How to Maintain Your Lifestyle without Getting a Job or Cutting Corners
Marc Lichtenfeld

Live the retirement life you want, without worrying about money

You Don’t Have to Drive an Uber in Retirement shows both pre-retirees and retirees how to develop income 
streams they may not be familiar with, as well as ways to spend less and save more without resorting to 
extremes. There are simple choices people can make and still be able to take the overseas vacation, drive 
a nice car, go out to dinner, but do it all for less. This isn’t a book about clipping coupons, but rather one 
about actionable ideas that will enable you to continue to live your lifestyle, just at a lower cost. 

ISBN: 978-1-119-34714-9 � Cloth � €30.90 � Apr 2018 � 208pp 

I N V E S T M EN T M A N AG EM EN T

Problems and Solutions in Mathematical Finance
Interest Rates and Inflation Indexed Derivatives, Volume 3
Eric Chin, Dian Nel & Sverrir Olafsson

Your complete guide to mastering basic and advanced techniques for interest rate derivative 
modeling and pricing 

Interest rate trading constitutes the largest sector of the world derivatives market. Interest rate contracts 
are a much-valued risk management tool used by a majority of the world’s largest companies. But 
interest rate derivative modeling and pricing are extremely challenging tasks, requiring a thorough 
knowledge and practical expertise in advanced discrete and continuous mathematical modeling 
methods—practical knowledge which can only be gained through extensive problem solving and the 
application of contemporary interest rate tools and models to an array of market scenarios.

Series: The Wiley Finance Series � ISBN: 978-1-119-96581-7 � Cloth � €51.90 � Apr 2018 � 416pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119447402
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119347149
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A N T H R O P O LO G y

Life
A Critical User's Manual
Didier Fassin
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton University

�� Didier Fassin is a very distinguished French anthropologist, widely recognized as one of the most original 
social scientists writing today 
�� In this new book, Fassin draws on his fieldwork on three different continents and on the ideas of 
Wittgenstein, Benjamin and Foucault to offer a new and distinctive view of the nature and meaning of 
human life today, one that emphasizes the idea of unequal lives
�� This book is based on the Adorno Lectures that were given by Fassin in Frankfurt in 2016 — one of the 
most prestigious lecture series in the world 
�� This ambitious synthesis of social scientific and philosophical ideas will be of great interest to students 
and scholars in anthropology, sociology, philosophy and the social sciences and humanities more widely

ISBN: 978-1-5095-2664-2 � Cloth � €65.90 � ISBN: 978-1-5095-2665-9 � Paper � €20.90 � Apr 2018 � 150pp

 

C R I M I N O LO G y

Intellectual Property
Valuation, Exploitation, and Infringement Damages, 5th Edition
Russell L. Parr

The fully updated edition of Intellectual Property is here

This book is designed to simplify the process of attaching a dollar amount to intangible assets be it for 
licensing, mergers and acquisitions, loan collateral, or investment purposes. The author skillfully explains 
commonly used strategies for determining the value of intellectual property, as well as methods used 
to set royalty rates based on investment rates of returns. This book also provides practical tools for 
evaluating the investment aspects of licensing and joint venture decisions, and discusses the legal, tax, 
and accounting practices and procedures related to such arrangements. 

ISBN: 978-1-119-35621-9 � Cloth � €389.00 � Apr 2018 � 950pp � Previous Edition: 978-0-471-68323-0

Searching for New Frontiers
Hollywood Movies in the 1960s
Rick Worland

Searching For New Frontiers offers film students and general readers a survey of popular 
movies of the 1960s. The author explores the most important modes of filmmaking in times 
that were at once hopeful, exhilarating, and daunting. The text combines discussion of 
American social and political history and Hollywood industry changes with analysis of some 
of the era's most expressive movies. 

The book covers significant genres and evolving thematic trends, highlighting a variety of 
movies that confronted the era's major social issues. It notes the stylistic confluence and 
exchanges between three forms: the traditional studio movie based on the combination 
of stars and genres, low-budget exploitation movies, and the international art cinema. As 
the author reveals, this complex period of American filmmaking was neither random nor 
the product of unique talents working in a vacuum. The filmmakers met head-on with an 
evolving American social conscience to create a Hollywood cinema of an era defined by 
events such as the Vietnam War, the rise of the civil rights movement, and the moon landing.

About the Author

Rick Worland is Professor of Film & Media Arts at Southern Methodist University where he 
teaches film history, documentary, and popular genres including Westerns and horror films. 

DRAFT

ISBN: 978-1-4051-9299-6 
Cloth � 300pp � Mar 2018 
€77.90

ISBN: 978-1-4051-9298-9 
Paper � 300pp � Mar 2018 
€24.90

C U LT U R A L S T U D I E S

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119356210
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1405192992
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A History of Silence
From the Renaissance to the Present Day
Alain Corbin
University of Paris I, Sorbonne

Silence is not simply the absence of noise. It characterises our most intimate spaces 
and inspires writers who have long sought solitude in mountains and forests. Today, 
when noise is everywhere, historian Alain Corbin goes back to a time when speech 
was rare and precious, showing how silence can still offer a richer experience of life.

�� Alain Corbin is a very distinguished French historian who specializes in the history 
of sensory experience

�� This book addresses a wonderful and much neglected topic: the history of silence. 
What meaning did silence have in the lives of people in earlier centuries, and how 
has the meaning of silence changed over time? Corbin addresses these questions 
by drawing on a rich variety of historical, literary and artistic sources, and including 
chapters on the silence of monks and silence in nature

�� In our current age of permanent connectivity and raucous urban spaces, Corbin 
argues that silence should be rediscovered and treasured as part of a richer 
experience of life altogether

�� Writing on a topic previously neglected by historians, Corbin provides a genuinely 
new perspective on our past in a book that will appeal to students and scholars of 
cultural history, literature, art and a broader readership

About the Author

Alain Corbin is Emeritus Professor of History at the University of Paris I, Sorbonne.

ISBN: 978-1-5095-1735-0 
Cloth � 140pp � Apr 2018 
€TBA

ISBN: 978-1-5095-1736-7 
Paper � 140pp � Apr 2018 
€TBA

  

H I S TO R y
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American Business Since 1920
How It Worked
Thomas K. McCraw & William R. Childs
Harvard University

Tells the story of how America’s biggest companies began, operated, and prospered post-World War I  
This book takes the vantage point of people working within companies as they responded to constant 
change created by consumers and technology. It focuses on the entrepreneur, the firm, and the industry, 
by showing — from the inside — how businesses operated after 1920, while offering a good deal of 
Modern American social and cultural history. The case studies and contextual chapters provide an in-
depth understanding of the evolution of American management over nearly 100 years. American Business 
Since 1920: How It Worked presents historical struggles with decision making and the trend towards 
relative decentralization through stories of extraordinarily capable entrepreneurs and the organizations 
they led. 

Series: The American History Series � ISBN: 978-1-119-09729-7 � Paper � €31.90 � Jan 2018 � 320pp � 
Previous Edition: 978-0-88295-266-6

Food and Eating in America
A Documentary Reader
James C. Giesen & Bryant Simon
Mississippi State University; Temple University

Guides students through a rich menu of American history through food and eating  
This book features a wide and diverse range of primary sources covering the cultivation, preparation, 
marketing, and consumption of food from the time before Europeans arrived in North America to the 
present-day United States. It is organized around what the authors label the Four Ps — production, 
politics, price, and preference — in order to show readers that food represents something more than 
nutrition and the daily meals that keep us alive. The documents in this book demonstrate that food we 
eat is a highly condensed social fact that both reflects and is shaped by politics, economics, culture, 
religion, region, race, class, and gender. 

Series: Uncovering the Past: Documentary Readers in American History � ISBN: 978-1-118-93638-2 � 
Cloth � €77.90 � ISBN: 978-1-118-93639-9 � Paper � €35.90 � Jan 2018 � 344pp

Food and Eating  
in America

The Encyclopedia of Diplomacy
4 Volume Set
Edited by Gordon Martel
University of Northern British Columbia, Canada

�� An invaluable resource for anyone interested in diplomacy, its history and the relations between states

�� Includes newer areas of scholarship such as the role of non-state organizations, including the UN and 
Médecins Sans Frontières, and the exercise of soft power, as well as issues of globalization and climate 
change

�� Provides clear, concise information on the most important events, people, and terms associated with 
diplomacy and international relations in an A-Z format

�� All entries are rigorously peer reviewed to ensure the highest quality of scholarship

�� Provides a platform to introduce unfamiliar terms and concepts to students engaging with the literature 
of the field for the first time

ISBN: 978-1-118-88791-2 � Cloth � €620.00 � Apr 2018 � 2008pp 

The Walls of Jerusalem
Preserving the Past, Controlling the Future
Alan Balfour
Georgia Tech

��  The most extensive study of the interrelated history of two monuments, Solomon's Temple and The 
Dome of the Rock, drawing on an exhaustive review of all the visual and textual evidence
��  Relayed as a gripping narrative, allowing readers to re-enter and experience the emotions and the visceral 
reality of the major events in its history
��  Integrates illustration with the text to offer a highly detailed and accurate portrait of the major structures 
and figures involved in the history of the temple
�� Opens up a fascinating line of questioning into the conventional interpretation of events, particularly 
Christ's actions in the Temple 
�� Reproduces rarely seen detailed drawings of the subterranean passages beneath Temple Mount as part 
of the British survey in the 19th century

ISBN: 978-1-119-18229-0 � Cloth � €105.00 � Apr 2018 � 264pp � ISBN: 978-1-119-18233-7 � Paper �  
€35.90 � Mar 2018 � 264pp

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119097290
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118936388
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Making is Connecting
The Social Power of Creativity, from Craft and 
Knitting to Digital Everything, 2nd Edition
David Gauntlett
University of Westminster

David Gauntlett argues that through making things, people engage with the world 
and create connections with each other. This fully revised second edition of Making 
is Connecting includes many new sections as well as three brand new chapters on 
creative processes, do-it-yourself strategies, and platforms for creativity.

�� A thoroughly revised and expanded edition of a hugely successful book

�� Includes three all-new chapters and many new sections

�� Sets a compelling argument for the importance of creativity for social well-being

�� Written by a highly respected scholar

About the Author

David Gauntlett is Professor of Creativity and Design at the University of 
Westminster, UK. He is the author of several books, and has worked with a number of 
the world’s leading creative organisations, including the BBC, Tate, and LEGO.

ISBN: 978-1-5095-1347-5 
Cloth � 296pp � Apr 2018 
€TBA

ISBN: 978-1-5095-1348-2 
Paper � 296pp � Apr 2018 
€TBA

M ED I A  &  CO M M U N I C AT I O N
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A Philosophy for Europe
From the Outside
Roberto Esposito
Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa

In this book, leading Italian philosopher Roberto Esposito looks at how various 
strands of European philosophy have achieved the outward turn, needed now 
more than ever, if the continent is to address crises on multiple fronts. From the 
relationship and tension between them, a form of thought can arise that is equal to 
the challenges faced today.

�� Roberto Esposito is a leading Italian contemporary philosopher who has an 
increasingly international following

�� In this new work, Esposito considers ways in which we can draw on different 
strands of European philosophy to address some of major challenges facing 
Europe and the West today, including the crises associated with migration and 
terrorism

�� Analysing the ideas of figures from across Europe such as Adorno, Deleuze, 
Foucault, Derrida and Agamben, Esposito argues that a philosophy fit to address 
Europe's issues today must be able to look beyond itself

�� This rich analysis of the contemporary state of European thought will appeal to a 
broad range of students and scholars of philosophy and critical theory

About the Author

Roberto Esposito teaches contemporary philosophy at the Scuola Normale 
Superiore, Pisa.

ISBN: 978-1-5095-2105-0 
Cloth � 260pp � Apr 2018 
€71.90

ISBN: 978-1-5095-2106-7 
Paper � 260pp � Apr 2018 
€23.90

  

PH I LOS O PH y
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Capitalism
A Conversation in Critical Theory
Nancy Fraser & Rahel Jaeggi
New School for Social Research; Humboldt University of Berlin

In this new book, leading critical theorists Nancy Fraser and Rahel Jaeggi develop a 
new theory of the history and nature of capitalism, drawing out its implications for 
how we criticise capitalism and think about social conflict and crisis today. They also 
examine the future of capitalism and the key challenges facing progressive politics.

�� Nancy Fraser is among the world's most important political and social thinkers, a 
leading voice in contemporary critical theory and feminism. She has co-written this 
book with Rahel Jaeggi, who is also a major social and political theorist

�� Fraser outlines a new theory of the history and nature of capitalism, 
conceptualizing it as an institutionalised social order encompassing domains 
ranging from politics and ecology to family life

�� Fraser and Jaeggi explore the implications of this view for how we criticise 
capitalism and how we think about social conflict and crisis today. They also 
examine the future of capitalism and the key challenges facing progressive politics

�� This major new work from two distinguished critical theorists will be of interest 
to students, scholars in political theory, philosophy, sociology and social theory, 
political economy, critical theory and gender studies, and to general readers 
interested in current affairs and contemporary politics

About the Authors

Nancy Fraser is Henry A. & Louise Loeb Professor of Political & Social Science at the 
New School for Social Research.

Rahel Jaeggi is Professor of Practical Philosophy at the Humboldt University of Berlin.

ISBN: 978-0-7456-7156-7 
Cloth � 224pp � Mar 2018 
€71.90

ISBN: 978-0-7456-7157-4 
Paper � 224pp � Mar 2018 
€23.90

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=074567156X
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Reading Marx
Slavoj Žižek, Frank Ruda & Agon Hamza
Institute of Sociology, Ljubljana; Goethe University in Frankfurt am Main;  
Slovenian Academy of Arts and Sciences

�� A timely and much-needed analysis of Marx’s thought and its modern relevance

�� An exciting and original addition to the fields of political and cultural theory

�� Will appeal to a wide-ranging audience across the arts, humanities and social sciences, as well as 
members of the public with an interest in political theory

�� Authored by a team of scholars led by world-renowned scholar Slavoj Žižek

ISBN: 978-1-5095-2140-1 � Cloth � €TBA � ISBN: 978-1-5095-2141-8 � Paper � €19.90 � Apr 2018 � 180pp 

L I N G U I S T I C S

English Grammar Workbook For Dummies, with Online Practice
3rd Edition
Geraldine Woods

Get some good grammar practice — and start speaking and writing well

Good grammar is important, whether you want to advance your career, boost your GPA, or increase your 
SAT or ACT score. Practice is the key to improving your grammar skills, and that’s what this workbook with 
online practice is all about. Honing speaking and writing skills through continued practice translates into 
everyday situations, such as writing papers, giving presentations, and communicating effectively in the 
workplace or classroom. In English Grammar Workbook For Dummies you’ll find hundreds of fun problems 
to help build your grammar muscles. Just turn to a topic you need help with — from punctuation and 
pronouns to possessives and parallel structure — and get ready to learn.

ISBN: 978-1-119-45539-4 � Paper � €20.90 � Apr 2018 � 312pp � Previous Edition: 978-0-470-93070-0

ED U C AT I O N

The Wiley Handbook of Psychometric Testing
Paul Irwing

A must-have resource for researchers, practitioners, and advanced students interested or involved 
in psychometric testing  

��  Provides comprehensive coverage of the field of psychometric testing, from designing a test through 
writing items to constructing and evaluating scales  

��  Takes a practical approach, addressing real issues faced by practitioners and researchers  

��  Provides basic and accessible mathematical and statistical foundations of all psychometric techniques 
discussed  

��  Provides example software code to help readers implement the analyses discussed    

ISBN: 978-1-118-48983-3 � Cloth � €155.00 � Apr 2018 � 550pp 

The Wiley 
Handbook of 
Psychometric 

Testing

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119455391
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Shadows of Empire
The Anglosphere in British Politics
Michael Kenny & Nick Pearce
University of Cambridge; University of Bath

In this new book, two leading commentators critically examine the idea of the 
‘Anglosphere’, a special alliance between the English-speaking countries of the former 
British Empire. Analysing its history and revival by leading Brexiteers, this is essential 
reading for anyone interested in post-Brexit British politics and international relations.

�� This is a new book by leading commentators Michael Kenny and Nick Pearce. It 
examines the concept of ‘the Anglosphere’ in historic and contemporary British 
politics

�� This is the idea that there is a ‘special bond’ between Britain and the leading 
English-speaking countries of the former British Empire, particularly the USA, 
Australia, Canada and New Zealand

�� They examine the history of this idea, from its origins in the late Victorian era to its 
later reworking by politicians from Churchill to Thatcher

�� They then analyse its recent revival by a group of right-wing commentators and 
politicians to support the case for Brexit, arguing that its resurgence, although 
partly fueled by imperial nostalgia, taps into a deep and powerful current in British 
political thinking

About the Authors

Michael Kenny is Professor of Public Policy at the University of Cambridge.

Nick Pearce is Professor of Public Policy and Director of the Institute for Policy 
Research at the University of Bath.

ISBN: 978-1-5095-1660-5 
Cloth � 224pp � Apr 2018 
€65.90

ISBN: 978-1-5095-1661-2 
Paper � 224pp � Apr 2018 
€19.90

P O L I T I C S
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The Returned
They Left to Wage Jihad, Now They're Back
David Thomson

Since 2012, hundreds of men and women have left Western countries to join jihadist 
groups fighting in Syria. Many are still there, many have been killed, but some have 
chosen to return to their countries of origin. French Journalist David Thomson met 
some of those who came back. Bilel, yassin, Zoubeir, Lena, each has a different profile 
and story. Some have returned disgusted by the violence of the Syrian battlefields, 
or the terrorist attacks that have struck across Europe; they try to become 
forgotten, living under extreme surveillance. Others return seriously wounded or 
psychologically destroyed. Others still are in jail, a breeding ground for broader 
radicalization. And some have come back to continue to carry out jihad in Europe. In 
utmost secrecy, David Thomson gathered their testimonies and recounts them in this 
remarkable and revealing book.

�� In this award-winning book, journalist David Thomson tells the gripping individual 
stories of some of the hundreds of jihadists who have returned to France from 
Syria in recent years 

�� Thomson provides a nuanced account of the reasons for their return, as well as 
looking in depth at the motivations and beliefs which pushed them to violent 
extremism

�� He also looks critically at the failures of European countries to respond 
to adequately to this threat, analysing the problems with deradicalization 
programmes and the prison system as a breeding ground for extremism

�� Given the issue of extremism is more pressing than ever, this insightful book will 
appeal to the very broad audience concerned with how we can best understand 
and address this threat

About the Author

David Thomson is a journalist who reported on the Arab Spring and war in Libya for 
Radio France Internationale. His work was recognised with the 2016 Grand Prix de la 
Presse Internationale, awarded by the French Association of Foreign Media (APE). 

ISBN: 978-1-5095-2690-1 
Cloth � 240pp � Apr 2018 
€65.90

ISBN: 978-1-5095-2691-8 
Paper � 240pp � Apr 2018 
€20.90

  

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1509526900
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Should Current Generations Make Reparation for Slavery?
Janna Thompson
La Trobe University

�� Janna Thompson is an expert on political philosophy and has written extensively on reparative and 
intergenerational justice for both academic publications and general readership

�� As part of the ‘Political Theory Today’ series and in light of vigorous recent debate in both the US and UK, 
this book answers the question of whether current generations should make reparation for slavery

�� She argues that there is a compelling case to be made in favour of reparations, and illustrates this with 
case studies from Haiti, Britain, and the United States

�� This book will be essential reading for students and general readers interested in political theory, history, 
historical justice, and slavery - with particular emphasis on how these often historical concepts apply to 
the questions posed by current affairs

Series: Political Theory Today � ISBN: 978-1-5095-1641-4 � Cloth � €TBA � ISBN: 978-1-5095-1642-1 � 
Paper � €TBA � Apr 2018 � 140pp 

Will Big Business Destroy Our Planet?
Peter Dauvergne
University of British Columbia

�� The first book in Polity’s new 'Environmental Futures' series which tackles head-on the enduring and 
emerging questions that will determine the survival and prosperity of our planet

�� A trailblazing warning that putting sustainability primarily in the hands of business will actually lead to 
more environmental degradation

�� Written with exceptional clarity and verve by one of the world’s leading scholars of global environmental 
politics

�� Snappy and accessible, this book lifts the lid on the realities of corporate social responsibility

Series: Environmental Futures � ISBN: 978-1-5095-2400-6 � Cloth � €44.90 � ISBN: 978-1-5095-2401-3 � 
Paper � €12.90 � Apr 2018 � 160pp 

Philosophy of Religion for OCR
The Complete Resource for Component 01  
of the New AS and A Level Specifications
Dennis Brown & Ann Greggs
Both of Manchester Grammar School

�� The most comprehensive and student-friendly book tailored to component 01 of the new 
AS and A Level specifications

�� Will appeal to students keen to stretch their knowledge beyond the basics of the subject 
in order to attain the highest grades

��  Includes helpful teaching tools including a glossary, chapter summaries, discussion 
questions, activity boxes, and more

�� Offers practical advice on study skills, essay-writing and assessment objectives

About the Authors

Dennis Brown is head of one of the largest departments of Religion and Philosophy in 
Britain, at Manchester Grammar School. He studied Theology and Philosophy at Edinburgh, 
New york and Oxford universities. In addition to writing books and articles on early Church 
History, he has authored A Level textbooks on Religious Studies and has wide experience of 
examining, question-paper setting and syllabus development.

Ann Greggs is a teacher in the Religion and Philosophy Department at Manchester 
Grammar School. She is a graduate of york and Chester universities.

ISBN: 978-1-5095-1797-8 
Cloth � 240pp � Apr 2018 
€77.90

ISBN: 978-1-5095-1798-5 
Paper � 240pp � Apr 2018 
€23.90

R EL I G I O N

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1509524002
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S O C I O LO G y

Abortion Politics
Ziad Munson
Lehigh University

�� Unique resource for teaching on this contentious social issue

�� Offers a balanced analysis of how social movements and social groups operate in this debate, and how 
the issue shapes (and is shaped by) politics

�� Enables students to become critically aware of the changing contours of this debate, deconstructing it as a 
sociological phenomenon

�� Draws on examples and cases from across different institutions (religion, public opinion, political 
organizations, etc.) to illustrate its ideas

Series: Social Movements � ISBN: 978-0-7456-8878-7 � Cloth � €TBA � ISBN: 978-0-7456-8879-4 � Paper � 
€TBA � Apr 2018 � 200pp 

On Ethnography
Sarah Daynes & Terry Williams
University of North Carolina at Greensboro; New School for Social Research

�� An accessible ‘how-to’ guide which also explores the promise, problems, and theory underpinning 
ethnography

�� Written in a fantastically engaging style matching the liveliness of ethnographic writing itself

�� Covers the core practical considerations of ethnography at all the various stages of a research project, 
from planning to writing up

�� Written by two sociologists known for their skillful ethnographic work, some of which they use to illustrate 
the discussion

ISBN: 978-0-7456-8559-5 � Cloth � €65.90 � ISBN: 978-0-7456-8560-1 � Paper � €21.90 � Apr 2018 � 216pp 

Radicalized Loyalties
Becoming Muslim in the West
Fabien Truong
University of Paris VIII - Vincennes

�� This is a ground-breaking study by a French sociologist of the lives of young Muslim men who live and 
grow up in the deprived suburbs of Paris, shedding new light on how and why some of these youths 
become radicalized 
�� Truong spent extensive periods of time with these youths, including Amédy Coulibaly, the killer of several 
civilians and police officers in attacks directly following the Charlie Hebdo shooting
�� The author analyses the complex situation facing these young men. Often living deeply insecure lives 
marked by criminality and police surveillance, they see radical Islam as a means of strengthening fraternal 
loyalties and regaining a sense of purpose 
�� This highly topical book will appeal not only to social scientists examining the phenomenon of 
radicalisation, but also to the many wishing to understand what drives young men in the West to acts of 
extreme violence

ISBN: 978-1-5095-1934-7 � Cloth � €TBA � ISBN: 978-1-5095-1935-4 � Paper � €21.90 � Apr 2018 � 220pp 
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D EN T I S T R y

Glossary of Dental Implantology
Khalid Almas, Fawad Javed & Steph Smith

Glossary of Dental Implantology is designed to provide an updated, unified, consensus-based global 
platform of dental implant terminology for effective communication among dental professionals, 
clinicians, clinical and basic science researchers, and scientists. 

�� Alphabetical listing of implant-related terms and their meanings

�� Useful for dental students, residents, dentists, dental hygienists, and dental laboratory technicians

�� Includes terms for hardware technology, regenerative materials, lasers, radiology, and more

ISBN: 978-1-118-62688-7 � Cloth � €87.90 � Apr 2018 � 256pp 

DRAFT

Impacted Third Molars
John Wayland

Offers clinically focused instruction for successful and safe removal of impacted third molars

This book offers a comprehensive surgical guide for the successful removal of impacted third molars. 
It walks readers through basic anatomy, case selection, complications, pharmacology, and anesthesia, 
and covers surgical principles and techniques in detail with illustrations and photos. Instruments and 
postoperative care are also described, and a unique chapter discusses the author's mobile third molar 
practice.

Impacted Third Molars covers everything that dentists need to know to safely remove impacted third 
molars with efficiency and confidence.

�� Provides step-by-step procedures for removing impacted third molars

�� Includes practice management, legal, and marketing advice

�� Features procedural videos on a companion website

ISBN: 978-1-119-11833-6 � Cloth � €TBA � Feb 2018 � 288pp 

M ED I C I N E

Endocrine and Metabolic Medical Emergencies
A Clinician's Guide, 2nd Edition
Glenn Matfin

Endocrine and Metabolic Medical Emergencies: A Clinician’s Guide advises hospital physicians on treating 
critically ill patients who experience endocrine or metabolic emergency events. Featuring nearly 100 noted 
endocrinologists, this book covers a wide range of topics, from diabetes and obesity to bone diseases 
and thyroid conditions, as well as how to deal with these disorders now that hospitals are seeing more 
patients who need emergency treatment for their hormone health conditions. Already the definitive and 
most comprehensive text covering this important subject matter, this second edition will bring the topic 
areas up-to-date, set a standard for diagnosis and treatment in each category, blending the most current 
medical science knowledge with clinical and practical advice using the best international guidance.

Series: Wiley-Endocrine Society � ISBN: 978-1-119-37473-2 � Cloth � €149.00 � Apr 2018 � 554pp 

N U R SI N G

Physical Examination of the Newborn at a Glance
Denise (Dee) Campbell & Lyn Dolby

Physical Examination of the Newborn at a Glance provides a comprehensive guide for all those involved with 
both the routine neonatal examination and the more specific full physical examination of a newborn. 
Covering the routine care and the competencies required to perform the examination of the newborn 
as set out by the Newborn and Infant Physical Examination (NIPE) Screening Programme, this beautifully 
illustrated book encourages the critical appraisal of personal and practice standards relating to the 
examination of the newborn in order to promote effective and high quality holistic care of the family 
unit. Encapsulating the learning requirements across a pre- and post-registration audience, Physical 
Examination of the Newborn at a Glance is an indispensable resource for those beginning their journey to 
become a NIPE practitioner, as well as those who are looking to update their professional knowledge and 
understanding.

Series: At a Glance (Nursing and Healthcare) � ISBN: 978-1-119-15557-7 � Paper � €34.90 �  
Apr 2018 � 124pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119118336
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Nursing Older People at a Glance
Edited by Josephine Tetley, Nigel Cox, Kirsten Jack & Gary Witham

As the environment of care continues to evolve to promote person-centredness, dignity, health, and 
wellbeing, for nurses working with older people, this can be challenging. Nursing Older People at a Glance 
is a timely publication which provides an overview of key concepts that nurses need to know in order to 
care for older people in a wide range of settings. Divided into six sections, it explores a range of themes 
such as person-centred care, health and wellbeing, health promotion, and the complexity of older 
people's care, encompassing mental wellbeing, diverse communities and learning disability. With a strong 
focus on dignity in care throughout, Nursing Older People at a Glance will readily equip undergraduate and 
post-qualification nurses with the knowledge and skills required to care for older people in a competent 
and compassionate manner.

Series: At a Glance (Nursing and Healthcare) � ISBN: 978-1-119-04386-7 � Paper � €33.90 � Apr 2018 � 120pp 

V E T ER I N A R y S C I EN C E

Bovine Surgery and Lameness
3rd Edition
A. David Weaver, Owen Atkinson, Guy St. Jean & Adrian Steiner

Bovine Surgery and Lameness, 3rd Edition is a popular, concise and accessible book, perfect for on-
the-field work. It provides step-by-step guides to standard surgical techniques, including coverage of 
proper instrumentation, asepsis and effective anaesthesia. The text also provides thorough coverage of 
lameness and hoof care in cattle. Practical aspects of both routine hoof care and treatment of common 
hoof disorders complement the broader coverage of surgery. Ideal for the practising bovine veterinarian 
and for veterinary students on clinical rotations.

ISBN: 978-1-119-04046-0 � Paper � €57.90 � Apr 2018 � 360pp � Previous Edition: 978-1-4051-2382-2

DRAFT

Cooperative Veterinary Care
Alicea Howell & Monique Feyrecilde

�� Offers evidence-based cooperative techniques to prevent fear and calm reactive patients, with concrete 
guidance for preventing, identifying, and reversing fear and stress in the veterinary setting

�� Provides a unique system for identifying patients and selecting the right technique for each pet

�� Supplies information on safe patient exams and interactions without the need for restraint

�� Covers strategies to successfully implement these new techniques every day and boost client compliance

�� Presents step-by-step detailed training protocols, including photographs and over 100 videos showing 
how to train patients quickly and effectively

ISBN: 978-1-119-13052-9 � Paper � €TBA � Mar 2018 � 300pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119130522
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Electrochemical Engineering
Thomas F. Fuller & John N. Harb

This book covers both fundamental principles and applications of electrochemical 
engineering. The goal is to create a text for classroom instruction or independent study 
at the senior undergraduate and beginning graduate student level. It provides numerous 
worked out illustrations as well as a large number of end-of chapter problems. A 
supplementary solution manual has been developed. The first six chapters of the book 
cover the fundamental topics: introduction and Faradays law, thermodynamics, kinetics, 
transport, porous electrodes, and analysis of electrochemical systems. The remaining 
chapters address specific applications of electrochemical engineering: batteries (2), fuel 
cells (2), electrochemical double layer capacitors, energy storage for hybrid systems, 
electrodeposition, industrial electrolysis, semiconductor electrodes, and corrosion.

About the Authors

Tom F. Fuller is a well-known expert in electrochemical systems for energy conversion and 
storage, hybrid electric systems for transportation, as well as stationary and portable power 
systems. Dr. Fuller is currently a professor at Georgia Institute of Technology. Professor 
Fuller is a Technical Editor for the Journal of the Electrochemical Society, responsible for fuel 
cells, electrolyzers, and energy conversion. He is also a Fellow of the Electrochemical Society.

John N. Harb is Professor of Chemical Engineering in the Ira A. Fulton College of Engineering 
and Technology at Brigham young University, where he recently completed a term as 
Associate Dean. Professor Harb has been actively involved in engineering education, and 
has coauthored a textbook for first-year students in chemical engineering (Introduction to 
Chemical Engineering: Tools for Today and Tomorrow, Wiley 2010) and a monograph on teaching 
engineering (Teaching Through the Cycle).

ISBN: 978-1-119-00425-7 
Cloth � 432pp � Mar 2018 
€129.00

C H EM I S T R y

Experimental and Theoretical 
Approaches to Actinide Chemistry
Edited by John K. Gibson & Wibe A. de Jong

A review of contemporary actinide research that focuses on new advances in 
experiment and theory, and the interplay between these two realms

Experimental and Theoretical Approaches to Actinide Chemistry offers a comprehensive 
review of the key aspects of actinide research. Written by noted experts in the field, the 
text includes information on new advances in experiment and theory and reveals the 
interplay between these two realms. The authors offer a multidisciplinary and multimodal 
approach to the nature of actinide chemistry, and explore the interplay between multiple 
experiments and theory, as well as between basic and applied actinide chemistry.

This important resource:

�� Provides an essential resource the reviews the key aspects of contemporary actinide research

�� Includes information on new advances in experiment and theory, and the interplay 
between the two

�� Covers the basic science used in contemporary studies of the actinide systems, from basic 
synthesis to state-of-the-art spectroscopic and computational techniques

�� Focuses on the interplay between multiple experiments and theory, as well as between 
basic and applied actinide chemistry

About the Editors

John K. Gibson, is Senior Scientist, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA. 

Wibe A. de Jong, is Senior Scientist, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA. 

DRAFT

ISBN: 978-1-119-11552-6 
Cloth � 520pp � Feb 2018 
€149.00

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111900425X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119115523
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Forensic Anthropology
Theoretical Framework and Scientific Basis
Edited by Clifford Boyd & Donna Boyd

Provides comprehensive coverage of everything that students and practitioners need 
to know about working in the field of forensic anthropology

Forensic anthropology has been plagued by questions of scientific validity and rigor despite 
its acceptance as a section in the American Academy of Forensic Sciences nearly half a 
century ago. Critics have viewed it as a laboratory-based applied subfield of biological 
anthropology, and characterised it as emphasising methodology over theory. This book 
shows that these views are not only antiquated, but inadequate and inaccurate.

�� Illustrates important aspects of the theory building process and reflects methods for 
strengthening the scientific framework of forensic anthropology as a discipline

�� Inspired by the ‘Application of Theory to Forensic Anthropology’ symposium presented at 
the 67th annual meeting of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences

�� Chapters written by experts in the field who were presenters at the symposium

Forensic Anthropology: Theoretical Framework and Scientific Basis is ideal for university courses 
in anthropological science, forensic science, criminal science and forensic archaeology.

About the Editors

C. Clifford Boyd, Jr., PhD, RPA, is currently a Professor of Anthropological Sciences at 
Radford University, Virginia.

Donna C. Boyd, PhD, D-ABFA, is Eminent Professor of Anthropological Sciences at Radford 
University.

Series: Forensic Science in 
Focus

ISBN: 978-1-119-22638-3 
Cloth � 360pp � Feb 2018 
€105.00

Freeze-Drying
3rd Edition
Peter Haseley & Georg-Wilhelm Oetjen

This completely updated and enlarged third edition of the classic text adopts a practical 
approach to describe the fundamentals of freeze-drying, backed by many explanatory 
examples. 

Following an introduction to the fundamentals, the book goes on to discuss process and 
plant automation as well as methods to transfer pilot plant qualifications and process data 
to production. An entire section is devoted to a large range of different pharmaceutical, 
biological, and medical products. New to this edition are chapters on antibodies, freeze-dry 
microscopy, TEMPRIS, microwave freeze-drying, spray freeze-drying, and PAT.

Their many years of experience in freeze-drying enable the authors to supply valuable 
criteria for the selection of laboratory, pilot and production plants, discussing the 
advantages, drawbacks and limitations of different plant designs. Alongside guidelines 
for the evaluation and qualification of plants and processes, the author also includes a 
troubleshooting section.

About the Author

Peter Haseley is an independent consultant for lyophilization technology incl. process and 
cycle development with an expertise in freeze-drying of ODT (oral fast dissolving tablets), 
the development and design study for an semi-continuous working lyophilization plants, the 
transfer of Freeze-Drying cycles from an Usifroid plant to a Telstar plant, cycle development 
and process optimization and the standardization of projects for costs reduction and fast 
track component production. 

He worked already together with Dr Georg-Wilhelm Oetjen (who passed away 2015) on the 
second edition of Freeze-Drying and has now taken over the authorship for the third edition.

ISBN: 978-3-527-34306-5 
Cloth � 424pp � Feb 2018 
€159.00

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3527343067
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The Chemistry of Nitrogen-rich 
Functional Groups
Alexander Greer & Joel F. Liebman

The understanding of functional groups is the key to understanding organic chemistry. 
In the tradition of Patai’s Chemistry of Functional Groups each volume treats all aspects of 
functional groups, touching on theoretical, analytical, synthetic, biological, and industrial 
aspects. Nitrogen is unique among the non-carbon atoms in its ability to form single, 
double, and triple bonds with itself, giving rise to a wide range of organic-chemical groups 
containing several nitrogen atoms in different states and geometries. The present volume 
surveys the properties and chemical behaviour of all important nitrogen-rich organic-
chemical groups, including azides, azimines, aziridines, diazo compounds, nitramines, 
nitrenes, nitrosamines polyazine N-oxides, tetrazoles, triazanes, triazenes, and triazoles. 
A special focus lies on commercially important species which are used, e. g., as powerful 
explosives. As with all new volumes, the chapters are first published online in Patai’s 
Chemistry of Functional Groups. Once a volume is completed online, it is then published 
in print format. The printed book offers the traditional quality of the Patai Book Series, 
complete with an extensive index.

About the Authors

Alexander Greer, Department of Chemistry, Brooklyn College, The City University of New 
york.  New york, USA.

Joel F. Liebman, Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry, University of Maryland (UMBC), 
Baltimore, USA.

The Chemistry  
of Nitrogen-rich 

Functional Groups

ISBN: 978-1-119-31178-2 
Cloth � 1200pp � Apr 2018 
€1030.00

Voigt's Pharmaceutical Technology
Alfred Fahr

A textbook which is both comprehensive and comprehensible and that offers easy but 
scientifically sound reading to both students and professionals

Now in its 12th edition in its native German, Voigt’s Pharmaceutical Technology is an 
interdisciplinary textbook covering the fundamental principles of pharmaceutical 
technology. Available for the first time in English, this edition is produced in full colour 
throughout, with a concise, clear structure developed after consultation with students, 
instructors and researchers. This book:

�� Features clear chapter layouts and easily digestible content

�� Presents novel trends, devices and processes

�� Discusses classical and modern manufacturing processes

�� Covers all formulation principles including tablets, ointments, capsules, nanosystems and 
biopharmaceutics

�� Takes account of legal requirements for both qualitative and quantitative composition

�� Addresses quality assurance considerations

�� Relates contrasting international pharmacopeia from EU, US and Japan to formulation 
principles

�� Includes examples and text boxes for quicker data assimilation

About the Author

Alfred Fahr is Emeritus Professor in Pharmaceutical Technology at the School of Pharmacy, 
Friedrich-Schiller University of Jena, Germany. 

ISBN: 978-1-118-97262-5 
Cloth � 800pp � Feb 2018 
€112.00

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118972627
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Actor and Strategy Models
Practical Applications and Step-Wise Approaches
Leon M. Hermans & Scott W. Cunningham

A plan, policy or business strategy can only be successful if it has the support of different 
actors. A good plan does not only offer an optimal solution to a given 'technical' problem, 
but also fits with the needs and abilities of key actors involved. Furthermore, these actors 
are not always passive recipients, but may also actively pursue their own agendas. A 
strategy for dealing with actors is thus a necessary part of a plan or policy. For this, a good 
understanding of the various actors involved in planning and in plan implementation is 
a prerequisite. This book offers a primer on models that shed light on the multi-actor 
dimensions in planning. Based on the fundamental notions that actor strategies are 
explained by investigating what actors want to achieve, can do, and think, several different 
analytical approaches are covered. Each method is positioned within the scientific literature, 
its theoretic underpinnings are introduced, and practical applications are discussed and 
illustrated with elaborate case examples. As a primer on actor analysis methods, this book 
offers guidance and inspiration to anyone who would like to gain a better understanding of 
the actor environment in which they find themselves.

About the Authors

Leon Hermans and Scott Cunningham work respectively as Assistant and Associate 
Professor at the Faculty of Technology, Policy and Management of Delft University of 
Technology. Leon obtained his PhDs with research into the use of actor analysis methods to 
support public policy analysis. Leon looked into methods that combined practical feasibility 
and analytical rigor, testing actor analysis methods in ongoing policy analysis projects in the 
field of water management. Scott combines work in actor modelling and game theory with 
research in data-mining, technology forecasting and innovation. 

DRAFT

ISBN: 978-1-119-28470-3 
Cloth � 416pp � Mar 2018 
€93.90

M AT H EM AT I C S  &  S TAT I S T I C S

Nonparametric Finance
Jussi Klemelä

This book examines the applications of nonparametric prediction methods in portfolio 
selection. The first chapter introduces basic financial assets and is useful for people with a 
background solely in mathematics and statistics. Next, the book is divided into four main 
parts: statistical finance, risk management, portfolio management, and pricing of securities. 
Part I on statistical finance introduces basic concepts, techniques, and methods, such as 
univariate data analysis, multivariate data analysis, time series analysis, and prediction. 
Part II covers volatility prediction and quantile estimation. Next, Part III on portfolio 
management examines basic concepts of portfolio theory, performance measurement, 
Markowitz portfolios, dynamic portfolio selection, and option portfolios. Finally, Part IV on 
pricing of securities discusses principles of asset pricing, Black-Scholes pricing and hedging, 
quadratic pricing and hedging, as well as interest rate derivatives. Throughout the book, the 
author emphasizes economic significance more than statistical significance. For example, 
there is more emphasis on the Sharpe ratios of portfolios, than on the predictability of 
asset returns in terms of the mean squared prediction error. This book contains a strong 
graphical component. The author applies various visualization techniques to present the 
results and to describe the methods.

About the Author

Jussi Klemelä, PhD, is Senior Research Fellow in the Department of Mathematical Sciences 
at the University of Oulu. He has written numerous journal articles on his research 
interests, which include density estimation and the implementation of cutting edge 
visualization tools. Dr Klemelä is the author of Smoothing of Multivariate Data: Density 
Estimation and Visualization, and Multivariate Nonparametric Regression and Visualization: 
With R and Applications to Finance, also published by Wiley.

Series: Wiley Series in 
Probability and Statistics

ISBN: 978-1-119-40910-6 
Cloth � 744pp � Mar 2018 
€145.00

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119409101
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The Analytics Lifecycle Toolkit
A Practical Guide for an Effective Analytics Capability
Gregory S. Nelson

An evidence-based organizational framework for exceptional analytics team results 

The Analytics Lifecycle Toolkit provides managers with a practical manual for integrating data management 
and analytic technologies into their organization. Author Gregory Nelson has encountered hundreds 
of unique perspectives on analytics optimization from across industries. In this book, he details the 
concepts, people, and processes that contribute to exemplary results, and shares an organizational 
framework for analytics team functions and roles. By merging analytic culture with data and technology 
strategies, this framework creates understanding for analytics leaders and a toolbox for practitioners. 
Focused on team effectiveness and the design thinking surrounding product creation, the framework 
is illustrated by real-world case studies to show how effective analytics team leadership works on the 
ground.

Series: Wiley and SAS Business Series � ISBN: 978-1-119-42506-9 � Cloth � €51.90 � Apr 2018 � 384pp 

Resistive Gaseous Detectors
Designs, Performance, Perspectives
Vladimir Peskov, Marcello Abbrescia & Paulo Fonte

This first book to critically summarize the latest achievements and emerging applications 
within this interdisciplinary topic focuses on one of the most important types of detectors 
for elementary particles and photons: resistive plate chambers (RPCs). 

In the first part, the outstanding, international team of authors comprehensively describes 
and presents the features and design of single and double-layer RPCs before covering more 
advanced multi-layer RPCs. The second part then focuses on the application of RPCs in high 
energy physics, materials science, medicine and security.

Throughout, the experienced authors adopt a didactic approach, with each subject 
presented in a simple way, increasing in complexity step by step. 

About the Authors

Vladimir Peskov is chief scientist at the Institute for Chemical Physics Russian Academy of 
Sciences (RAS).

Marcello Abbrescia is a researcher and aggregate professor at Bari University, Italy, where 
he graduated and received his PhD in Physics in 1995. 

Paulo Fonte is senior researcher at Laboratory for High Energy Particle Physics and 
Instrumentation, Portugal, and coordinating professor at the Coimbra Polytechnic Institute. 

Resistive Gaseous 
Detectors

ISBN: 978-3-527-34076-7 
Cloth � 350pp � Feb 2018 
€139.00

PH y S I C S

PL A N T S C I EN C E & AG R I C U LT U R E

Annual Plant Reviews, Volume 50
Plant Mitochondria, 2nd Edition
Edited by David C. Logan

This long-awaited second edition covers the major changes that have occurred in the field over the 
last decade 

Completely revised with the most up-to-date research and including brand new chapters, Annual Plant 
Reviews, Volume 50: Plant Mitochondria, 2nd Edition presents the multifaceted roles of mitochondria in 
plants. The book starts with a short history of plant mitochondrial research; discusses how co-evolution 
shaped plant mitochondrial gene expression; explains control of number, shape, size, and motility of 
mitochondria; delves into stress responses and roles in stress alleviation in mitochondrial biochemistry; 
covers the damage repair pathway of the Calvin-Benson cycle; and more. Containing sections written by 
many of the world’s leading researchers in this area, this book brings together and reviews for the first 
time many recent advances.

Series: Annual Plant Reviews � ISBN: 978-1-118-90657-6 � Cloth � €219.00 � Feb 2018 � 384pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-1-4051-4939-6

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119425069
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3527340769
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Open-Space Microfluidics
Concepts, Impementations, Applications
Edited by E. Delamarche & G. V. Kaigala

Summarizing the latest trends and the current state of this research field, this up-to-
date book discusses in detail techniques to perform localized alterations on surfaces 
with great flexibility, including microfluidic probes, multifunctional nanopipettes 
and various surface patterning techniques, such as dip pen nanolithography. These 
techniques are also put in perspective in terms of applications and how they can be 
transformative of numerous (bio)chemical processes involving surfaces.

The editors are from IBM Zurich, the pioneers and pacesetters in the field at the 
forefront of research in this new and rapidly expanding area.

About the Editors

Emmanuel Delamarche studied chemistry in Toulouse, France, and joined IBM 
Research in Zurich, Switzerland, in 1992 for his PhD in biochemistry with an academic 
affiliation to the University of Zurich. Currently, he leads a research group at IBM 
Research on precision diagnostics with the goal of solving medical problems using 
microfluidics, micro- and nanotechnology and collaborations with biological and 
medical experts. Dr Delamarche has authored more than 120 scientific publications 
and has received numerous awards, including the Werner Prize from the Swiss 
Chemical Society in 2006.

Govind Kaigala moved to IBM Research in Zurich, Switzerland, in 2010. His research 
interests include micro/nano-bio-systems and assays for microchip-based chemical 
and biomolecular analysis. He is currently leading activities on liquid-based non-
contact scanning technologies — microfluidic probe — and is championing concepts 
on microfluidics in the open space and tissue microprocessing. Dr Kaigala has 
authored more than 40 scientific publications and received several awards, including 
an IBM Research Division Accomplishment Award and the 2014 Horizon Alumni Award 
from the University of Alberta.

ISBN: 978-3-527-34038-5 
Cloth � 350pp � Feb 2018 
€139.00
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Materials and Processes for CO2 Capture, Conversion and Sequestration
Edited by Lan Li, Winnie Wong-NG, Kevin Huang & Lawrence P. Cook

Addresses materials, technology, and products that could help solve the global 
environmental crisis once commercialized

This multidisciplinary book encompasses state-of-the-art research on the topics of Carbon 
Capture and Storage (CCS), and complements existing CCS technique publications with 
the newest research and reviews. It discusses key challenges involved in the CCS materials 
design, processing, and modeling and provides in-depth coverage of solvent-based carbon 
capture, sorbent-based carbon capture, membrane-based carbon capture, novel carbon 
capture methods, computational modeling, carbon capture materials including metal 
organic frameworks (MOF), electrochemical capture and conversion, membranes and 
solvents, and geological sequestration.

About the Editors

Lan Li, PhD, is an Assistant Professor of Micron School of Materials Science and Engineering 
at Boise State University in Idaho.

Winnie Wong-Ng, PhD, is a research chemist in the Materials Measurement Science 
Division of the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

Kevin Huang, PhD, is a professor of Mechanical Engineering Department and a core faculty 
member of SmartState Center for Solid Oxide Fuel Cells at the University of South Carolina.

Lawrence P. Cook, PhD, is a Research Ordinary Professor of Chemistry and a Lecturer in 
Materials Science and Engineering at The Catholic University of America in Washington, DC.

ISBN: 978-1-119-23103-5 
Cloth � 300pp � Apr 2018 
€150.00

Modelling and Simulation in Polymer 
Reaction Engineering
A Modular Approach
Klaus-Dieter Hungenberg & Michael Wulkow

Introducing a unique, modular approach to modeling polymerization reactions, this 
practical book presents examples that are readily applicable in Predici®, C++, MatLab and 
others. In addition, numerous real-life problems taken from various reactor types and 
reaction mechanisms allow readers to quickly find their own point of interest. 

A highly useful information source for polymer engineers and researchers in industry and 
academia.

About the Authors

Klaus-Dieter Hungenberg was Vice President Polymer Reaction Engineering at the 
BASF company until his retirement in 2013. In 2012 Hungenberg received a Honorary 
Professorship at the University of Paderborn. He is co-author of about 100 scientific articles 
and patents. 

Michael Wulkow is founder of the company Computing in Technology (CiT) in 1992 and 
since then is involved in projects on the modelling and numerical treatment of processes in 
technical chemistry, biology, particle technology, and pharmacokinetics. 

DRAFT

ISBN: 978-3-527-33818-4 
Cloth � 320pp � Mar 2018 
€99.00

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119231035
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Celebrating the Marvellous
Surrealism in Architecture
Neil Spiller

We are entering a new era of architecture that is technologically enhanced, virtual and 
synthetic. Contemporary architects operate in a creative environment that is both real and 
digital; mixed, augmented and hybridised. This world consists of ecstasies, fears, fetishisms 
and phantoms, processes and spatiality that can best be described as Surrealist. Though 
too long dormant, Surrealism has been a significant cultural force in modern architecture. 
Founded by poet André Breton in Paris in 1924 as an artistic, intellectual and literary 
movement, architects such as Le Corbusier, Diller + Scofidio, Bernard Tschumi and John 
Hejduk realised its evocative powers to propel them to 'starchitect' status. Rem Koolhaas 
most famously illustrated Delirious New York (1978) with Madelon Vriesendorp's compelling 
Surrealist images.

Architects are now reviving the power of Surrealism to inspire and explore the ramifications 
of advanced technology. Architects’ studios in practices and schools are becoming places 
where nothing is forbidden. Architectural languages and theories are 'mashed' together, 
approaches are permissively appropriated, and styles are not mutually exclusive. Projects 
are polemic, postmodern and surreally media savvy. Today's architects must compose 
space that operates across the spatial spectrum. Surrealism, with its multiple readings of 
the city, its collage semiotics, its extruded forms and artificial landscapes, is an ideal source 
for contemporary architectural inspiration.

Series: Architectural Design

ISBN: 978-1-119-25441-6 
Paper � 136pp � Mar 2018 
€38.90

A R C H I T EC T U R E & D E S I G N

Facebook For Dummies
7th Edition
Carolyn Abram & Amy Karasavas

Find friends and have fun with this new edition of the bestselling how-to Facebook title

Facebook is constantly changing and evolving, replacing old features and introducing new 
ones. This latest edition of the bestselling guide quickly gets you up and running on all the 
site has to offer. Whether you want to share photos, post notes announcing what you’re 
up to, or just enjoy seeing what your family and friends are doing, there’s something for 
everyone on Facebook. This book offers guidance on using Facebook to its fullest. Packed 
with straightforward guidance that demystifies the nuts and bolts of this popular social 
media site, Facebook For Dummies covers everything from finding friends and planning 
events to going mobile with Facebook — and so much more. 

�� Learn the basics of starting an account and finding friends

�� Become familiar with posting photos and videos to your timeline

�� Discover how to send private messages and set your posts so only certain friends see them

About the Authors

Carolyn Abram helped make Facebook history when she signed up as the first Facebook 
user at Stanford University. She later worked for Facebook when the site grew from 
thousands to hundreds of millions of members. 

Amy Karasavas is a former Facebook employee who helped launch app directories, 
developers resources, and user testing tools.

ISBN: 978-1-119-45386-4 
Paper � 384pp � Apr 2018 
€23.90

Previous Edition:  
978-1-119-17903-0
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PHR / SPHR Professional in Human 
Resources Certification Practice 
Tests
Sandra M. Reed

All new Practice Tests for today’s leading HR certification exams

PHR / SPHR: Professional in Human Resources Certification Practice Tests is the ideal 
complement to the PHR / SPHR Study Guide and Deluxe Study Guide. All of these self-study 
guides are intended for HR professionals seeking to validate their skills and knowledge 
acquired through years of practical experience, or for relative newcomers to the HR 
field looking to strengthen their resume. These all new Practice Tests were developed 
to help certification candidates prepare for these challenging exams, especially for 
those needing more practice to review or refresh their knowledge right before taking 
the exams. The book aligns with the PHR and SPHR Exam Content Outline, which details 
the responsibilities of and knowledge needed by today’s HR professionals. 

�� Practice Tests are designed to reinforce understanding of key functional areas, 
including workforce planning and employment, compensation and benefits, 
employee and labor relations, business management, and human resource 
development

�� Provides access to an interactive online learning environment and test bank, 
including full-length tests and practice exams. 1,200 practice questions total

�� Updated to reflect the information found on the new exam, which will start on 
January 1, 2018

�� Practice Test questions provide comprehensive coverage of the exam objectives

About the Author

Sandra M. Reed, PHR, SPHR, has over 20 years of HR experience, the last 10 in 
the consulting and teaching arena. She currently is owner of Epoch Resources, a 
consulting firm located in the Central Valley of California that specializes in the unique 
HR needs of small businesses.

ISBN: 978-1-119-42680-6 
Paper � 384pp � Apr 2018 
€42.90

C ER T I F I C AT I O N
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PHR / SPHR Professional in Human 
Resources Certification Review 
Guide
James Galluzzo

A new Review Guide for today’s leading HR certification exams

PHR / SPHR Professional in Human Resources Certification Review Guide is the ideal 
companion to the PHR / SPHR Study Guide and Deluxe Study Guide. All of these self-
study guides are intended for HR professionals seeking to validate their skills and 
knowledge acquired through years of practical experience, or for relative newcomers 
to the HR field looking to strengthen their resume. This new Review Guide was 
developed to help certification candidates prepare for these challenging exams, 
especially for those needing to review or refresh their knowledge right before taking 
the exams. The book aligns with the PHR and SPHR Exam Content Outline, which 
details the responsibilities of and knowledge needed by today’s HR professionals.

�� Effectively prepares you to achieve PHR and SPHR certifications, the industry 
standards for determining competence in the field of human resources

�� Provides access to an interactive online learning environment and test bank, 
including an assessment test, chapter tests, practice exams, electronic flashcards, 
and glossary of key terms

�� Addresses key topics such as workforce planning and employment, compensation 
and benefits, employee and labor relations, business management, and human 
resource development

�� Contains additional study tools designed to reinforce understanding of key 
functional areas

About the Author

James Galluzzo is a Human Resources strategic professional and leader with nearly 
25 years of experience. He is currently the Director of Human Resources for SC 
Housing, the state housing finance agency in South Carolina, where he has worked for 
the past three years.

ISBN: 978-1-119-42668-4 
Paper � 456pp � Apr 2018 
€32.90

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119426685
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PHR / SPHR Professional in Human 
Resources Certification Study Guide
5th Edition
Sandra M. Reed

The updated edition of the bestselling guide for PHR and SPHR candidates

PHR / SPHR Professional in Human Resources Certification Study Guide, Fifth Edition is 
the ideal resource for HR professionals seeking to validate their skills and knowledge 
acquired through years of practical experience or for a relative newcomer to the 
HR field looking to strengthen their resume. The new edition of the top-selling 
PHR / SPHR Study Guide aligns with the updated 2017 A Guide to the Human Resource 
Body of Knowledge — HRBoK — and is written to help HR professionals prepare for 
these challenging exams. It includes additional study tools designed to reinforce 
understanding of key functional areas. you’ll also have access to an interactive online 
learning environment and test bank, including an assessment test, chapter tests, 
practice exams, electronic flashcards, and a glossary of key terms.

�� Addresses key topics such as workforce planning and employment, compensation 
and benefits, employee and labor relations, business management, and human 
resource development

�� Features study tools that are designed to reinforce understanding of key functional 
areas

�� Provides access to bonus materials, including a practice exam for the PHR as well 
as one for the SPHR

�� Updated to reflect the information found on the new exam, which will start on 
January 1, 2018

About the Author

Sandra M. Reed, PHR, SPHR, has over 20 years of HR experience, the last 10 in 
the consulting and teaching arena. She currently is owner of Epoch Resources, a 
consulting firm located in the Central Valley of California that specializes in the unique 
HR needs of small businesses.

ISBN: 978-1-119-42652-3 
Paper � 648pp � Apr 2018 
€65.90

Previous Edition:  
978-1-118-28917-4

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119426529
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CompTIA Cloud+ Study Guide 
Exam CV0-002, 2nd Edition
Todd Montgomery & Stephen Olson

A hands-on approach to cloud computing for Exam CV0-002

CompTIA Cloud+ Study Guide covers 100% of all Exam CV0-002 objectives with in-depth 
explanations from experts Todd Montgomery and Stephen Olson. This comprehensive 
resource covers all aspects of cloud computing infrastructure and administration, with 
a practical focus on real-world skills. Each chapter includes a list of exam topics, helpful 
hands-on exercises, and illustrative examples that show how concepts are applied in 
different scenarios, to help you build a solid foundation of cloud computing skills. you also 
gain access to the Sybex interactive online learning environment and test bank, featuring 
electronic flashcards, glossary of key terms, and chapter tests and practice exams.

�� Master the fundamental concepts, terminology, and characteristics of cloud computing

�� Effectively implement cloud solutions, manage infrastructure, and monitor performance

�� Get up-to-speed on hardware, testing, deployment, and more

About the Authors

Todd Montgomery, CCNA Data Center, CCNA Security, CCNP Route and Switch, CSA, 
CCDA, is a senior datacenter networking engineer for a Fortune 500 company. 

Stephen Olson, CCIE #21910, CCNP, CCNA, is a senior architect in networking with over a 
decade in the industry.
 

ISBN: 978-1-119-44305-6 
Paper � 408pp � Apr 2018 
€55.90

Previous Edition:  
978-1-119-24322-9

PMI-ACP Project Management Institute 
Agile Certified Practitioner Study Guide
Ashley Hunt

A timely Study Guide that reflects PMI’s changes to agile best practices in the PMP exam

The PMI-ACP Project Management Institute Agile Certified Practitioner Exam Study Guide is a 
comprehensive study tool for the upcoming Project Management Institute Agile Certified 
Practitioner exam administered by PMI. This book is designed to prepare candidates for 
the exam, as well as serve as a solid reference for project managers. It covers 100% of 
exam objectives, including agile principles and mindset, value-driven delivery, stakeholder 
engagement, team performance, adaptive planning, and much more. 

�� Each chapter contains a list of topics covered in that chapter, followed by in-depth 
discussions of those objectives, complete with hands-on real world scenarios

�� An interactive online learning environment and test bank includes an assessment test, 
chapter tests, practice exam, electronic flashcards, and glossary

�� Presents material in a logical manner, with each section building upon previous sections

About the Author

Ashley Hunt, PMP, MCAS, Project +, CSM, PMI-ACP, is currently the senior project 
management instructor at StormWind Studios and is responsible for writing, producing, 
teaching, and maintaining all the live courses in the field of Project Management.

ISBN: 978-1-119-43445-0 
Paper � 456pp � Apr 2018 
€65.90
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The Bluebeam Guidebook
Game-changing Tips and Stories for Architects, 
Engineers, and Contractors
Rachel Attebery & Jason Hascall

The Bluebeam Guidebook is the world’s first comprehensive guide to why and how 
Bluebeam should be used by professionals in the AEC community. Covering topics 
from estimating, to quality control, to field applications the book will inspire readers 
to push the boundaries and explore the limitless possibilities of PDF.

�� The first book that offers comprehensive coverage of Bluebeam, the PDF tool of 
choice for 86% of top US contractors, 80% of top US design firms, and 78% of global 
top design-build firms

�� Offers expert tips and how-to segments for all covered topics 

�� Features user case studies from AEC professionals engaged in BIM and other 
collaborative workflows. Firms featured include Kiewit, Populous, Sundt 
Construction, The Weitz Company, BlueScope Buildings and Black & Veatch 

�� Topics in the books range from estimating, to quality control, to field applications 

�� Aligns with the AEC industry transformation from paper-based workflows to the 
digital workflows

About the Authors

Rachel Attebery, PE, ITIL, is a Business Analyst with Black & Veatch where she has 
worked with global teams on Engineering, Procurement, Construction (EPC) projects. 
She has a passion for teambuilding, improvement, and pushing the limits. Rachel has 
authored dozens of training documents, videos, and operating procedures on the 
use of Bluebeam. She has conducted live training for hundreds of AEC professionals 
around the world. She is a frequent presenter at conferences. 

Jason Hascall, PE, SE, is a structural engineer at Black & Veatch, Special Projects 
Corporation and an adjunct lecturer at the University of Kansas. Jason is a licensed 
engineer in Kansas, Illinois, and California. Jason has used Bluebeam for over 5 
years. He currently leads Black & Veatch’s Bluebeam UserX group, which is devoted 
to expanding and encouraging the use of Bluebeam at Black & Veatch. Jason has 
trained over 500 professionals on the use of Bluebeam. He frequently presents at 
conferences.
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ISBN: 978-1-119-39394-8 
Paper � 336pp � Apr 2018 
€65.90
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Canon EOS Rebel T7/1400D For 
Dummies
Julie Adair King

A reliable guide to the newest entry in Canon’s consumer DSLR line—the T7/1400D

your Canon EOS Rebel T7/1400D provides enough camera power to take the pro-style 
shots you’ve dreamed of shooting. Canon EOS Rebel T7/1400D For Dummies bridges the gap 
between taking quick shots in auto mode and taking charge of the settings that offer full 
control of your pictures’ focus, color, and light balance. Peek inside to understand how to 
manage your camera’s settings and produce portraits, action shots, and close-ups worth 
showing off. Along the way, you’ll discover a variety of essential elements that will put you 
on the path to taking better pictures, including steps for adjusting exposure, tips on using 
flash, controlling focus and color, plus much more.

�� Skillfully focuses on the things new DSLR users need to know most in order to get better 
images

�� Features dozens of full-color photos designed to explain and illustrate how the T7/1400D 
can control the focus, color, and lighting in an image

�� Assumes no previous photography experience as it walks you through the steps of 
shooting in automatic, scene, or manual mode

About the Author

Julie Adair King is a veteran digital photography author and educator whose books are 
industry bestsellers. Along with all previous editions of Digital Photography For Dummies, she 
is author of bestselling guides to Nikon and Canon DSLR cameras.

ISBN: 978-1-119-47156-1 
Paper � 320pp � Mar 2018 
€TBA

D I G I TA L  PH OTO G R A PH y & V I D EO

Fast Circuit Boards
Energy Management
Ralph Morrison

The book describes transmission line techniques that focus on step functions so the reader 
can appreciate the role energy management plays in designing effective circuit boards. The 
logic speeds of circuit boards have increased from megahertz to gigahertz over time, leaving 
engineers to devise their own methods of developing proficient hardware. This often 
results in strange explanations, expensive solutions, and much revision as many designs 
cannot meet specifications. This book gives the readers the tools so that the problems 
of fast logic are properly explained. No strange language needs to be invented to explain 
basic phenomena. The tools that are provided are new and easy to understand. They are all 
based on simple physical principles not discussed in circuit theory.

About the Author

Ralph Morrison is a consultant and lecturer in the area of interference control and 
electronics. He has thirty years of design and consulting experience, was president of 
Instrum for more than a decade, and has authored Noise and Other Interfering Signals, 
Grounding and Shielding in Facilities, and Solving Interference Problems in Electronics, all 
published by Wiley.

ISBN: 978-1-119-41390-5 
Cloth � 210pp � Mar 2018 
€TBA

EL EC T R I C A L  &  EL EC T RO N I C S  EN G I N EER I N G

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119413907
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Forensic Systems Analysis
Evaluating Operations by Discovery
William A. Stimson

Forensic Systems Analysis addresses relatively new developments in two professions: the 
law and engineering. The author covers the theory of process liability, management of 
operations, process liability and operations, analysis of dysfunctional processes, process 
risk analysis, and process/product verification and validation. He also discusses process 
stability, capability, and reliability. The narrative is addressed to both plaintiff and 
defendant and offers analyses that present novel uses of traditional engineering methods 
concerning risk and product quality and reliability. The presented methodologies and 
arguments are equally valid when applied to service industries. Managers, engineers, 
technicians, auditors, and diverse analysts benefit from the books rigorous approach to 
system tactics and constraints related to product and service operations.

About the Author

William A. Stimson, PhD, is an independent consultant in systems engineering and expert 
witness for the Department of Justice and private law firms in evaluations of contractor 
performance. He has played an active part in developing legal strategy for the evaluation of 
the performance of operations in litigation. Dr Stimson has presented papers on the subject 
of forensic evaluation before several professional groups and has published two papers on 
dysfunctional processes in peer-reviewed journals.

Series: Wiley Series in 
Systems Engineering and 
Management

ISBN: 978-1-119-42275-4 
Cloth � 250pp � Mar 2018 
€TBA

Product Training for the Technical 
Expert
The Art of Developing and Delivering Hands-On 
Learning
Daniel W. Bixby

An expert guide to developing and delivering technical product training programs

When new technology is rapidly transformed into products for popular consumption, 
technical experts, such as engineers, and other subject matter experts, are the ones tasked 
with instructing the public on their use. Unfortunately, most them have little or no prior 
experience or training in adult education and don't have a clue about how to transfer their 
knowledge to others. In this book, author Daniel W. Bixby draws upon his vast experience 
developing and delivering training programs at Honeywell, Delphax, Telex, Bosch, and TE 
Connectivity, among other technology companies, to arm SMEs with the knowledge and 
skills they need to add ‘Product Training Specialist’ to their resumes.

�� Addresses an area of training too often overlooked and ignored in the professional literature
�� Covers both the educational and business aspects of product training for SMEs
�� Packed with tables, illustrations, problem-and-solution sets, tutorials, enlightening real-

world examples, worksheets, and group or self-study questions
�� Features a companion website with worksheets and other valuable tools: www.wiley.

com/go/bixbycert
�� A must-have professional development resource for students and experienced technical 

experts alike

About the Author

Daniel W. Bixby is a Training Director, in the USA. 

Series: Wiley - IEEE

ISBN: 978-1-119-26034-9 
Paper � 272pp � Feb 2018 
€48.90

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119260345
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Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil (GRS) 
Walls
Jonathan T. H. Wu

This book addresses both GRS and GMSE, although with a much stronger emphasis on 
the former. For completeness, this book begins with a review of shear strength of soils 
and classical earth pressure theories. The load-deformation behaviour of GRS mass as a 
composite, reinforcing mechanisms of GRS, and GRS walls with different types of facing, are 
then covered, followed by the use of geosynthetics as reinforcement.  Design concepts with 
examples are also fully covered, as is the construction of GRS walls, including construction 
procedures and general construction guidelines.

About the Author

Jonathan T. H. Wu is Professor of Civil Engineering at the University of Colorado Denver, 
Director of the Reinforced Soil Research Center and Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of 
Transportation Infrastructure Geotechnology. Dr Wu's research interest is in the use of 
innovative physical and numerical modeling techniques to develop design methods 
and construction guidelines for sustainable earthwork systems, and to solve problems 
associated with earth structures. His research effort has made strong impacts and have 
lead to many original contributions to the development and applications of GRS.

ISBN: 978-1-119-37584-5 
Cloth � 544pp � Mar 2018 
€122.00

EN G I N EER I N G

Project Management Best Practices
Achieving Global Excellence, 4th Edition
Harold Kerzner

As with the prior editions the book will contain contributions leading global organizations 
and will supply information on the implementation of project management in these firms. 
Real executive and PMO managers discuss what makes their project management processes 
succeed, and what it took to get there. Included companies are both large and small, in all 
sectors of the market. Though the book follows the same lines as its predecessor as far as 
content goes, it presents both updated information from companies covered in the earlier 
books along with new information from new companies.

About the Author

Harold Kerzner, PhD, is Senior Executive Director for Project Management at the 
International Institute for Learning, Inc. (IIL), a global learning solutions company offering 
professional training and consulting services worldwide. Dr Kerzner's profound effect 
on the project management industry inspired IIL to establish, in coordination with PMI, 
the Kerzner International Project Manager of the year Award, which is presented to a 
distinguished PMP or global equivalent each year.  

ISBN: 978-1-119-46885-1 
Cloth � 792pp � Mar 2018 
€TBA

Previous Edition:  
978-1-118-65701-0

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119375843
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111946885X
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H A R DWA R E

Samsung Galaxy Tab For Dummies
Dan Gookin

Welcome to the Galaxy

This book is for people who want to get the most from the latest in tablet technology. Tablets are not a 
computer, and they are much more than a smartphone. This book documents the features of the Galaxy 
Tabs, approaching them from the point of view of a smart person who is intimidated by the technology 
and baffled by the scant documentation and online support. All topics for Galaxy Tabs will be covered. 
The reader will keep this book close, referring to it often as they explore the many new and exciting 
features of their Samsung Galaxy Tab. With the portability of a smartphone plus many of the functions of 
a computer, tablets are popular devices for both work and play. If you're new to Android tablets or simply 
want to learn more about their many features, Samsung Galaxy Tab For Dummies is here to help.

ISBN: 978-1-119-46660-4 � Paper � €TBA � Apr 2018 � 320pp 

Offshore Mechanics
Structural and Fluid Dynamics for Recent Applications
Madjid Karimirad, Constantine Michailides & Ali Nematbakhsh

Covers theoretical concepts in offshore mechanics with consideration to new 
applications, including offshore wind farms, ocean energy devices, aquaculture, 
floating bridges, and submerged tunnels

�� Provides a comprehensive treatment for the case of recent applications in offshore 
mechanics for researchers and engineers

�� Presents the subject of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and finite element methods (FEM) 
along with the high fidelity numerical analysis of recent applications in offshore mechanics

�� Offers insight into the philosophy and power of numerical simulations and an 
understanding of the mathematical nature of the fluid and structural dynamics with 
focus on offshore mechanic applications

About the Authors

Madjid Karimirad, PhD, is a Senior Lecturer in Marine and Coastal Engineering in the School 
of Natural and Built Environment, Queen's University Belfast (QUB), United Kingdom (UK).

Constantine Michailides, PhD, is a Lecturer of Offshore Structures/Engineering in the Civil 
Engineering and Geomatics Department at Cyprus University of Technology, Cyprus.

Ali Nematbakhsh, PhD, is an Assistant Project Scientist in the Department of Mathematics 
at the University of California, Riverside, USA. 

ISBN: 978-1-119-21662-9 
Cloth � 320pp � Mar 2018 
€105.00

M EC H A N I C A L  EN G I N EER I N G

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119466601
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119216621
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Beginning C# 7 Programming with 
Visual Studio 2017
Benjamin Perkins, Jacob Vibe Hammer & Jon D. Reid

The leading C# book for beginners, update for C# 7 and Visual Studio 2017

Beginning C# 7 Programming with Visual Studio 2017 is aimed at novice programmers 
who wish to learn programming with C# and the .NET Core framework. This book starts 
with absolute programming basics such as variables, flow control, and object oriented 
programming. It then moves into Web and Windows programming and data access 
(databases and XML). Along the way, it continues to focus on the tools beginners use most 
to program C# with Visual Studio 2017. This edition of the book improves the pedagogy for 
beginners with more attention to step-by-step instruction in introductory chapters.

�� Highlights a number of new features, including data consumption, code simplification, 
and performance

�� Illustrates how to find and fix bugs sooner

�� Shows you how to integrate with the cloud

About the Authors

Benjamin Perkins is Senior Support Escalation Engineer at Microsoft. He’s an avid C# 
programmer with a strong focus on cloud technologies and anything web. 

Jacob Vibe Hammer is a systems developer at Fujitsu Service, Denmark. 

Jon D. Reid is the director of systems engineering at Indigo Biosystems, Inc. an independent 
software vendor for the life sciences, where he develops in C# for the Microsoft environment.

ISBN: 978-1-119-45868-5 
Paper � 840pp � Apr 2018 
€57.90

Previous Edition:  
978-1-119-09668-9

PR O G R A M M I N G

Beginning Programming with Python 
For Dummies
2nd Edition
John Paul Mueller

Learn Python—the fun and easy way—and get in the programming game today!

Python is continually growing in popularity, due its ease of use and flexibility. It also 
provides a great way to gain an understanding of both procedural and object-oriented 
programming. If you’ve never used Python or are new to programming in general, Beginning 
Programming with Python For Dummies is a helpful resource that will set you up for success. 
In this book, expert author John Paul Mueller gives a complete step-by-step overview of all 
there is to know about Python.

�� New information focuses on the use of Anaconda rather than the command line, and 
using notebooks to simplify the coding process

�� Fully updated and revised to provide a solid understanding of basic computer 
programming concepts and helps familiarize you with syntax and logic

�� Covers topics such as: understanding the importance of IDEs, collecting various types of 
data, interacting with packages, and much more

About the Author

John Paul Mueller is a freelance author and technical editor. He has writing in his blood, 
covering topics that range from networking to artificial intelligence, and from database 
management to heads down programming. He’s authored books on Python, Java, HTML, 
CSS, and JavaScript.

ISBN: 978-1-119-45789-3 
Paper � 408pp � Apr 2018 
€TBA

Previous Edition:  
978-1-118-89145-2 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119458684
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119457890
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Professional C# 7 and .NET Core 2.0
Christian Nagel

A true professional’s guide to C# 7

Professional C# 7 and .NET Core 2.0 provides complete coverage of the latest updates, 
features, and capabilities, giving you everything you need for C#. This incredibly useful 
guide serves as both tutorial and desk reference, providing a professional-level review of 
C# architecture and its application in a number of areas. you’ll gain a solid background 
in managed code and .NET constructs within the context of the 2017 release, so you can 
get acclimated quickly and get back to work. Microsoft has stepped up both the cadence 
and magnitude of their software releases. Professional C# 7 and .NET Core 2.0 shows you 
everything you need to know about working with C# in a real-world context.

�� Includes updates for .NET Core 2.0 GC, Visual Studio 2017, Windows 10 deployment, event 
logs, Windows Runtime, and much more

�� Written by an all-star author and one of the best-known experts in the .NET community

�� Discusses what new features C# 7 brings to the table

About the Author

Christian Nagel is a Microsoft MVP for Visual Studio and Development Technologies, 
software architect, and veteran developer who has been building solutions with .NET 
technologies since 2000.

ISBN: 978-1-119-44927-0 
Paper � 1200pp � Apr 2018 
€65.90

Previous Edition:  
978-1-119-09660-3

TensorFlow For Dummies
Matthew Scarpino

Become a machine learning pro

Machine learning can be used in a variety of ways, including language translation, robotics, handwriting 
analysis, financial prediction, and image recognition. TensorFlow is Google’s preeminent toolset for 
machine learning, and TensorFlow For Dummies makes it easy to understand, even for those without a 
background in artificial intelligence. Inside, you’ll find valuable insights on exploring TensorFlow modules, 
identifying trends with linear regression, coding multithreaded applications, executing a feed-forward 
neural network, categorizing data sets with logistic regression, processing images with neural networks, 
and much more.

ISBN: 978-1-119-46621-5 � Paper � €TBA � Apr 2018 � 320pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119449278
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119466210
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Programming Interviews Exposed
Coding Your Way Through the Interview, 4th Edition
John Mongan, Noah Suojanen Kindler & Eric Giguere

Be prepared for your next programming job interview with the tried-and-true advice 
found here

The authors distill their more than fifteen years of experience with this book and provide 
you with insights into the latest changes in how companies and recruiters will approach 
technical interviews in 2018 and beyond. In today’s tight job market, competition for 
programming jobs is hotter than ever. This Fourth Edition of the popular guide to 
programming interviews will help you walk into your next job interview with confidence, and 
walk out with an offer.

�� The author team provides a unique and broad set of interviewing and hiring experiences 
including one of the largest tech companies in the world (Google), hiring for programmers 
within an informatics group in a university hospital, and a technology startup

�� Discusses changes in the modern programming interview, including the reality of non-
technical recruiters conducting screens, and how to deal with this

�� Addresses the use of online problem-solving sites or GitHub as screening tools

About the Authors

John Mongan is Vice Chair, Informatics and Assistant Professor of Radiology at UCSF. 

Noah Kindler is a founder of a technology startup. He was previously co-founder and COO 
of SocialShield. 

Eric Giguere is a senior software engineer at Google with over 20 years of professional 
programming experience including recruiting, interviewing, and hiring.

ISBN: 978-1-119-41847-4 
Paper � 336pp � Apr 2018 
€32.90

Previous Edition:  
978-1-118-26136-1

S O F T WA R E

Soft Computing Evaluation Logic
The LSP Decision Method and Its Applications
Jozo Dujmovic

This book provides a methodology for decision making problems developed in the context 
of soft computing, fuzzy systems and computational intelligence. The book includes four 
parts that cover an introduction to evaluation, the evaluation logic theory, the Logic Scoring 
of Preference (LSP) method, and applications. Part One (Evaluation Decision Problems) is 
an introduction to evaluation. Part Two (Evaluation Logic) presents a detailed theoretical 
background for the weighted idempotent aggregation of suitability and modeling of mental 
evaluation processes. Part Three (LSP Method) presents the area of professional evaluation, 
the design of complex evaluation logic criteria, and all other components of the LSP 
method. Part Four (Applications) includes a spectrum of applications of the LSP method in 
the areas of system evaluation, comparison, selection, and optimization.

About the Author

Jozo Dujmovic is a Professor of Computer Science with San Francisco State University, USA, 
where he served as the Chair of the Computer Science Department from 1998 to 2002. His 
teaching and research activities are in the areas of soft computing, software metrics, and 
computer performance evaluation. He is an Editor of Informatica.

Series: Wiley - IEEE

ISBN: 978-1-119-25645-8 
Cloth � 920pp � Apr 2018 
€135.00

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111941847X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119256453
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Software Technology
10 Years of Innovation in IEEE Computer
Edited by Mike Hinchey

This book is a compendium of extended and revised publications that have appeared in 
the Software Technologies column of IEEE Computer Magazine, which cover the key topics 
in software engineering such as software development, software correctness and related 
techniques, cloud computing, self-managing software and self-aware systems, and robotics. 
Emerging properties of software technology are also discussed in this book, which will help 
refine the developing framework for creating the next generation of software technologies 
and help readers predict future developments and challenges in the field. Software 
Technologies has run for 10 years and has consistently been rated as one of the best 
columns in IEEE Computer Magazine.

About the Editor

Mike Hinchey is a Professor and Director of Lero, Department of Computer Science and 
Information Systems, at the University of Limerick, Ireland. Dr Hinchey is also the vice 
president of the IFIP, column editor for Software Technologies (IEEE Computer Magazine), a 
senior member of the IEEE, and fellow of the Irish Computer Society. He has 26 US patents, 
2 under examination, and 12 pending. He has published several books including Autonomy 
Requirements Engineering for Space Exploration Missions (Springer 2014) and Conquering 
Complexity (Springer 2012).

ISBN: 978-1-119-17421-9 
Cloth � 300pp � Apr 2018 
€105.00

Tinkercad For Dummies
Shaun Bryant

Create in 3D with Tinkercad

Tinkercad is an online 3D design and printing app that is accessible to everyone. This book shows readers 
of all ages and experience levels how to leverage the tool to create 3D models, prototypes, and more. If 
you can dream it, you can create it, using Tinkercad. With the help of Tinkercad For Dummies, you’ll gain 
the knowledge you need to plan your designs, the know-how to utilize the platform’s drag-and-drop 
tools to create your design, and the information you need to print or export your designs to use them 
elsewhere.

ISBN: 978-1-119-46441-9 � Paper � €23.90 � Apr 2018 � 288pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111917421X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119464412
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ISBN Title Author Binding Pub 
Date

Price 
(€) Page Qty

Business

978-1-119-11589-2
An Introduction to Banking: Principles, 
Strategy and Risk Management, 2nd Edition

Choudhry Paper Feb 2018 €51.90 2

978-1-119-42951-7
Cybersecurity Program Development for 
Business: The Essential Planning Guide

Moschovitis Cloth Apr 2018 €51.90 3

978-1-119-46909-4 Uncovering the Life of Your Dreams Schneider Cloth Apr 2018 €TBA 3

978-1-119-46442-6
Extraordinary Influence: How Great Leaders 
Bring out the Best in Others

Irwin Cloth Mar 2018 €26.90 4

978-1-119-45725-1
Leading Clarity: The Breakthrough Strategy 
to Unleash People, Profit, and Performance

Deutser Cloth Apr 2018 €26.90 4

978-1-119-38256-0
Financial Management for Nonprofit 
Organizations: Policies and Practices, 3rd 
Edition

Zietlow, Hankin, 
Seidner

Cloth Apr 2018 €129.00 4

978-1-119-42327-0
Global Best Practices For CSO, NGO and 
Other Nonprofit Boards: Lessons From 
Around the World

BoardSource, 
Cagney

Cloth Apr 2018 €65.90 4

978-0-85708-752-2
Kindness: How to get into the habit of being 
kind to others and to yourself

Hasson Paper Apr 2018 €14.90 5

978-1-119-38730-5
Strive: How Doing The Things Most 
Uncomfortable Leads to Success

Amyx Cloth Apr 2018 €28.90 6

978-1-119-46764-9 Scrum For Dummies, 2nd Edition Layton Paper Apr 2018 €TBA 6

978-1-119-46222-4
Optimizing Growth: Predictive and 
Profitable Strategies to Understand 
Demand and Outsmart Your Competitors

Green, 
Henneman, 

Antov
Cloth Mar 2018 €29.90 6

Finance & Accounting

978-1-119-45389-5
Accounting All-in-One For Dummies, 2nd 
Edition

Kraynak Paper Apr 2018 €32.90 8

978-1-119-47149-3
Managing Client Emotions in Forensic 
Accounting and Fraud Investigation

Pedneault Cloth Apr 2018 €TBA 8

978-0-470-97350-9
Collateral Management: A Guide to 
Mitigating Counterparty Risk

Simmons Cloth Apr 2018 €77.90 8

978-1-119-42963-0
Data-Driven Investing: How to Improve 
Investment Decisions Using Alternative 
Datasets

Zatreanu Cloth Apr 2018 €65.90 8

978-1-119-44740-5
Retirement Fail: The 9 Reasons People Flunk 
Post-Work Life and How to Ace Your Own

Sullivan Cloth Apr 2018 €30.90 9

978-1-119-34714-9
You Don’t Have to Drive an Uber in 
Retirement: How to Maintain Your Lifestyle 
without Getting a Job or Cutting Corners

Lichtenfeld Cloth Apr 2018 €30.90 9

978-1-119-96581-7
Problems and Solutions in Mathematical 
Finance: Interest Rates and Inflation 
Indexed Derivatives, Volume 3

Chin, Olafsson, 
Nel

Cloth Apr 2018 €51.90 9

Humanities & Social Sciences

978-1-5095-2664-2 Life: A Critical User’s Manual Fassin Cloth Apr 2018 €65.90 11

978-1-5095-2665-9 Life: A Critical User’s Manual Fassin Paper Apr 2017 €20.90 11

978-1-119-35621-9
Intellectual Property: Valuation, 
Exploitation, and Infringement Damages, 
5th Edition

Parr, Smith Cloth Apr 2018 €389.00 11

978-1-4051-9299-6
Searching for New Frontiers: Hollywood 
Movies in the 1960s

Worland Cloth Mar 2018 €77.90 11
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ISBN Title Author Binding Pub 
Date

Price 
(€) Page Qty

978-1-4051-9298-9
Searching for New Frontiers: Hollywood 
Movies in the 1960s

Worland Paper Mar 2018 €24.90 11

978-1-5095-1735-0
A History of Silence: From the Renaissance 
to the Present Day

Corbin Cloth Apr 2018 €TBA 12

978-1-5095-1736-7
A History of Silence: From the Renaissance 
to the Present Day

Corbin Paper Apr 2018 €TBA 12

978-1-119-09729-7
American Business Since 1920: How It 
Worked

Childs, McCraw Paper Jan 2018 €31.90 13

978-1-118-93638-2
Food and Eating in America: A Documentary 
Reader

Giesen, Simon Cloth Jan 2018 €77.90 13

978-1-118-93639-9
Food and Eating in America: A Documentary 
Reader

Giesen, Simon Paper Jan 2017 €35.90 13

978-1-118-88791-2
The Encyclopedia of Diplomacy, 4 Volume 
Set

Martel Cloth Apr 2018 €620.00 13

978-1-119-18229-0
The Walls of Jerusalem: Preserving the Past, 
Controlling the Future

Balfour Cloth Apr 2018 €105.00 13

978-1-119-18233-7
The Walls of Jerusalem: Preserving the Past, 
Controlling the Future

Balfour Paper Mar 2018 €35.90 13

978-1-5095-1347-5
Making is Connecting: The Social Power of 
Creativity, from Craft and Knitting to Digital 
Everything, 2nd Edition

Gauntlett Cloth Apr 2018 €TBA 14

978-1-5095-1348-2
Making is Connecting: The Social Power of 
Creativity, from Craft and Knitting to Digital 
Everything, 2nd Edition

Gauntlett Paper Apr 2018 €TBA 14

978-1-5095-2105-0 A Philosophy for Europe: From the Outside Esposito, Hanafi Cloth Apr 2018 €71.90 15

978-1-5095-2106-7 A Philosophy for Europe: From the Outside Esposito, Hanafi Paper Apr 2018 €23.90 15

978-0-7456-7156-7 Capitalism: A Conversation in Critical Theory Fraser, Jaeggi Cloth Mar 2018 €71.90 16

978-0-7456-7157-4 Capitalism: A Conversation in Critical Theory Fraser, Jaeggi Paper Mar 2018 €23.90 16

978-1-5095-2140-1 Reading Marx
Žižek, Ruda, 

Hamza
Cloth Apr 2018 €TBA 17

978-1-5095-2141-8 Reading Marx
Žižek, Ruda, 

Hamza
Paper Apr 2018 €19.90 17

978-1-118-48983-3
The Wiley Handbook of Psychometric 
Testing

Irwing Cloth Apr 2018 €155.00 17

978-1-119-45539-4
English Grammar Workbook For Dummies, 
with Online Practice, 3rd Edition

Woods Paper Apr 2018 €20.90 17

978-1-5095-1660-5
Shadows of Empire: The Anglosphere in 
British Politics

Kenny, Pearce Cloth Apr 2018 €65.90 18

978-1-5095-1661-2
Shadows of Empire: The Anglosphere in 
British Politics

Kenny, Pearce Paper Apr 2018 €19.90 18

978-1-5095-2690-1
The Returned: They Left to Wage Jihad, Now 
They’re Back

Thomson Cloth Apr 2018 €65.90 19

978-1-5095-2691-8
The Returned: They Left to Wage Jihad, Now 
They’re Back

Thomson Paper Apr 2018 €20.90 19

978-1-5095-1641-4
Should Current Generations Make 
Reparation for Slavery?

Thompson Cloth Apr 2018 €TBA 20

978-1-5095-1642-1
Should Current Generations Make 
Reparation for Slavery?

Thompson Paper Apr 2018 €TBA 20

978-1-5095-2400-6 Will Big Business Destroy Our Planet? Dauvergne Cloth Apr 2018 €44.90 20

978-1-5095-2401-3 Will Big Business Destroy Our Planet? Dauvergne Paper Apr 2018 €12.90 20
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978-1-5095-1797-8
Philosophy of Religion for OCR: The 
Complete Resource for Component 01 of 
the New AS and A Level Specifications

Brown, Greggs Cloth Apr 2018 €77.90 20

978-1-5095-1798-5
Philosophy of Religion for OCR: The 
Complete Resource for Component 01 of 
the New AS and A Level Specifications

Brown, Greggs Paper Apr 2018 €23.90 20

978-0-7456-8878-7 Abortion Politics Munson Cloth Apr 2018 €TBA 21

978-0-7456-8879-4 Abortion Politics Munson Paper Apr 2018 €TBA 21

978-0-7456-8559-5 On Ethnography Daynes, Williams Cloth Apr 2018 €65.90 21

978-0-7456-8560-1 On Ethnography Daynes, Williams Paper Apr 2018 €21.90 21

978-1-5095-1934-7
Radicalized Loyalties: Becoming Muslim in 
the West

Truong Cloth Apr 2018 €TBA 21

978-1-5095-1935-4
Radicalized Loyalties: Becoming Muslim in 
the West

Truong Paper Apr 2018 €21.90 21

Health Sciences

978-1-118-62688-7 Glossary of Dental Implantology
Almas, Javed, 

Smith
Cloth Apr 2018 €87.90 23

978-1-119-11833-6 Impacted Third Molars Wayland Cloth Feb 2018 €TBA 23

978-1-119-37473-2
Endocrine and Metabolic Medical 
Emergencies: A Clinician’s Guide, 2nd Edition

Matfin Cloth Apr 2018 €149.00 23

978-1-119-15557-7
Physical Examination of the Newborn at a 
Glance

Campbell, Dolby Paper Apr 2018 €34.90 23

978-1-119-04386-7 Nursing Older People at a Glance
Tetley, Cox, Jack, 

Witham
Paper Apr 2018 €33.90 24

978-1-119-04046-0 Bovine Surgery and Lameness, 3rd Edition
Weaver, 

Atkinson,  
St. Jean, Steiner

Paper Apr 2018 €57.90 24

978-1-119-13052-9 Cooperative Veterinary Care
Howell, 

Feyrecilde
Paper Mar 2018 €TBA 24

Science

978-1-119-00425-7 Electrochemical Engineering Fuller, Harb Cloth Mar 2018 €129.00 26

978-1-119-11552-6
Experimental and Theoretical Approaches 
to Actinide Chemistry

Gibson, de Jong Cloth Feb 2018 €149.00 26

978-1-119-22638-3
Forensic Anthropology: Theoretical 
Framework and Scientific Basis

Boyd, Boyd Cloth Feb 2018 €105.00 27

978-3-527-34306-5 Freeze-Drying, 3rd Edition Haseley, Oetjen Cloth Feb 2018 €159.00 27

978-1-119-31178-2
The Chemistry of Nitrogen-rich Functional 
Groups

Greer, Liebman Cloth Apr 2018 €1,030.00 28

978-1-118-97262-5 Voigt’s Pharmaceutical Technology Fahr, Voigt Cloth Feb 2018 €112.00 28

978-1-119-28470-3
Actor and Strategy Models: Practical 
Applications and Step-Wise Approaches

Hermans, 
Cunningham

Cloth Mar 2018 €93.90 29

978-1-119-40910-6 Nonparametric Finance Klemela Cloth Mar 2018 €145.00 29

978-1-119-42506-9
The Analytics Lifecycle Toolkit: A Practical 
Guide for an Effective Analytics Capability

Nelson Cloth Apr 2018 €51.90 30
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978-3-527-34076-7
Resistive Gaseous Detectors: Designs, 
Performance, Perspectives

Abbrescia, Fonte, 
Peskov

Cloth Feb 2018 €139.00 30

978-1-118-90657-6
Annual Plant Reviews, Volume 50: Plant 
Mitochondria, 2nd Edition

Logan Cloth Feb 2018 €219.00 30

978-3-527-34038-5
Open-Space Microfluidics: Concepts, 
Impementations, Applications

Delamarche, 
Kaigala

Cloth Feb 2018 €139.00 31

978-1-119-23103-5
Materials and Processes for CO2 Capture, 
Conversion and Sequestration

Li, Wong-Ng, 
Huang, Cook

Cloth Apr 2018 €155.00 32

978-3-527-33818-4
Modelling and Simulation in Polymer 
Reaction Engineering: A Modular Approach

Hungenberg, 
Wulkow

Cloth Mar 2018 €99.00 32

Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction

978-1-119-25441-6
Celebrating the Marvellous: Surrealism in 
Architecture

Spiller Paper Mar 2018 €38.90 34

978-1-119-45386-4 Facebook For Dummies, 7th Edition
Abram, 

Karasavas
Paper Apr 2018 €23.90 34

978-1-119-42680-6
PHR / SPHR Professional in Human 
Resources Certification Practice Tests

Reed Paper Apr 2018 €42.90 35

978-1-119-42668-4
PHR / SPHR Professional in Human 
Resources Certification Review Guide

Galluzzo Paper Apr 2018 €32.90 36

978-1-119-42652-3
PHR / SPHR Professional in Human 
Resources Certification Study Guide, 5th 
Edition

Reed Paper Apr 2018 €65.90 37

978-1-119-44305-6
CompTIA Cloud+ Study Guide : Exam CV0-
002, 2nd Edition

Montgomery, 
Olson

Paper Apr 2018 €55.90 38

978-1-119-43445-0
PMI-ACP Project Management Institute Agile 
Certified Practitioner Study Guide

Hunt Paper Apr 2018 €65.90 38

978-1-119-39394-8
The Bluebeam Guidebook: Game-changing 
Tips and Stories for Architects, Engineers, 
and Contractors

Attebery, Hascall Paper Apr 2018 €65.90 39

978-1-119-47156-1 Canon EOS Rebel T7/1400D For Dummies King Paper Mar 2018 €TBA 40

978-1-119-41390-5 Fast Circuit Boards: Energy Management Morrison Cloth Mar 2018 €TBA 40

978-1-119-42275-4
Forensic Systems Analysis: Evaluating 
Operations by Discovery

Stimson Cloth Mar 2018 €TBA 41

978-1-119-26034-9
Product Training for the Technical Expert: 
The Art of Developing and Delivering Hands-
On Learning

Bixby Paper Feb 2018 €48.90 41

978-1-119-37584-5 Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil (GRS) Walls Wu Cloth Mar 2018 €122.00 42

978-1-119-46885-1
Project Management Best Practices: 
Achieving Global Excellence, 4th Edition

Kerzner Cloth Mar 2018 €TBA 42

978-1-119-46660-4 Samsung Galaxy Tab For Dummies Gookin Paper Apr 2018 €TBA 43

978-1-119-21662-9
Offshore Mechanics: Structural and Fluid 
Dynamics for Recent Applications

Karimirad, 
Michailides, 

Nematbakhsh
Cloth Mar 2018 €105.00 43

978-1-119-45868-5
Beginning C# 7 Programming with Visual 
Studio 2017

Perkins, 
Hammer, Reid

Paper Apr 2018 €57.90 44

978-1-119-45789-3
Beginning Programming with Python For 
Dummies, 2nd Edition

Mueller Paper Apr 2018 €TBA 44

978-1-119-44927-0 Professional C# 7 and .NET Core 2.0 Nagel Paper Apr 2018 €65.90 45

978-1-119-46621-5 TensorFlow For Dummies Scarpino Paper Apr 2018 €TBA 45
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978-1-119-41847-4
Programming Interviews Exposed: Coding 
Your Way Through the Interview, 4th Edition

Mongan, Kindler, 
Giguere

Paper Apr 2018 €32.90 46

978-1-119-25645-8
Soft Computing Evaluation Logic: The LSP 
Decision Method and Its Applications

Dujmovic Cloth Apr 2018 €135.00 46

978-1-119-17421-9
Software Technology: 10 Years of Innovation 
in IEEE Computer

Hinchey Cloth Apr 2018 €105.00 47

978-1-119-46441-9 Tinkercad For Dummies Bryant Paper Apr 2018 €23.90 47
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